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ABSTRACT
FRP CONFINED REINFORCED CONCRETE CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
SEISMIC APPLICATIONS
by
Jeffrey Gordon Lyon

In recent earthquakes, structures have not performed as well as expected resulting
in a need for better means of retrofitting and improvements in seismic design. Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP), as a material with potential to increase strength and ductility of
columns in conjunction with capacity design methodology, has promise for seismic design.
By investigating the displacement, ductility, and flexural strength properties of FRP confined reinforced concrete circular cross sections, this study analyzes the seismic applications
of FRP confinement.
The study is performed by incorporating an FRP confined concrete stress-strain
model into a developed Moment-Curvature and PM Interaction software. This software
conducts a comparison between traditional steel and FRP confined sections while performing
parameter studies on the 28-day unconfined concrete compressive strength, longitudinal
reinforcing ratio, cross section diameter, FRP confinement jacket thickness-cross section
diameter ratio, and FRP confinement system design variables. These studies validate FRP’s
performance for seismic applications resulting in several design recommendations to increase
displacement capacity, ductility, and flexural strength and, thus, seismic performance.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have been used as longitudinal reinforcement, admixtures, and fiber wraps to improve flexure, shear and compressive strengths
of reinforced concrete. In past years, due to high cost and lack of product knowledge, the
use of FRP composites had been limited at best. Recent cost decreases, however, have
allowed FRP composites to become a feasible option for structural applications resulting
in an increase in research on this topic. Previous FRP composite findings have shown that
their high strength can help make reinforced concrete cross sections stronger and more ductile. It has also been found that due to their minimal thickness, light weight, and corrosion
resistive properties, FRP composites can increase the efficiency of a structure.
FRP confinement’s ability to increase the strength, ductility, and efficiency of
reinforced concrete gives it good potential in seismic design. For this reason, this study
investigates FRP confined reinforced concrete circular cross sections to provide conclusions
that will aid in both the seismic design of existing structure rehabilitation as well as the
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seismic design of new structures.
In seismic design, locations of plastic hinges must be identified. Next, from member
displacement, ductility, and flexural demands, the required inelastic rotation, ductility,
flexural strength, and flexural overstrength of the plastic hinges are determined. With the
required strength of the plastic hinges known, the forces in the other non-ductile sections
are calculated using an adequate strength margin between non-ductile sections and the
maximum feasible overstrength of the plastic hinges to ensure the non-ductile failure mode
is avoided. Once the strengths of all the non-ductile sections are established they can then
be detailed [24].
Due to the relationship between member and cross section properties, this study
focuses on cross section rotational capacity, ductility, and flexural strength as well as potential overstrength of FRP confined plastic hinges to provide insight of how FRP confined
members and structures will react to seismic loading. To do this, Moment-Curvature analyses are used to evaluate the rotational capacity, ductility, and flexural strength of a cross
section. Axial Load-Moment Interaction analyses are used to evaluate the possible overstrength of plastic hinges considering feasible variations in axial loads.
Throughout this study, FRP confined reinforced concrete cross sections are compared to traditional steel confined cross sections while analyzing the effect typical design
variables have on the curvature capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength of the FRP confined cross sections. Though transverse reinforcement also enhances
shear strength, this study only focuses on the confinement effects of FRP composites on
reinforced concrete. Specially developed software is used to conduct a series of Moment-
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Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction analyses on various reinforced concrete
circular cross section configurations subjected to axial loading and uni-axial bending. The
results from these analyses are then used to compare the steel confined and FRP confined
cross sections and to determine the effects the design variables have on the FRP confined
sections.
The study presented herein is broken into five chapters with an introduction in the
first Chapter. Chapter 2 discusses active and passive confinement of reinforced concrete.
FRP composites are presented as a confinement mechanism with associated stress-strain
characteristics. This chapter also investigates previous research on FRP confined concrete
stress-strain material models for their use in the software developed for this study. Chapter 3
introduces Moment-Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction analyses. The methodology for both is explained and the software that will be used to conduct Moment-Curvature
and Axial Force-Moment Interaction analyses for a series of parameter studies is developed
and verified. Then, in Chapter 4, the software to conduct comparison between steel confined
and FRP confined concrete is utilized, and a series of design variable parameter studies are
performed. The comparison is conducted to establish whether FRP materials can confine
reinforced concrete as effectively as steel and to identify key differences between the two
confining systems that are critical for seismic resistance. The parameter study variables include the 28-day unconfined concrete strength, longitudinal reinforcing ratio, cross section
diameter, FRP confinement jacket thickness-cross section diameter ratio, and FRP confinement system. The studies are used to demonstrate the effect each design variable has on the
cross section’s curvature capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength. In

3

addition, the parameter studies are performed so that FRP confined plastic hinges can be
precisely detailed to achieve the desired rotation, ductility, and flexural strength necessary
to resist series of seismic inelastic deformations. From there, a strength hierarchy can be
established so that non-ductile members are designed with enough strength to remain in
the elastic range during seismic activity. Conclusions drawn from this study are presented
in Chapter 5.

4

CHAPTER 2

Literature Review
2.1

Introduction
Ductility in the plastic hinge regions of both new and retrofitted reinforced con-

crete columns requires special consideration in seismic design. Under large seismic excitation, proper ductility in the plastic hinge region will ensure that the column can deform
inelastically through a series of displacement response cycles without significant loss of
strength. The most important design consideration for ductility in the plastic hinge region
of reinforced concrete columns is the transverse reinforcement detail. Properly designed
transverse reinforcement ensures that the concrete in compression is adequately confined,
the longitudinal reinforcement does not buckle, and a brittle shear failure is avoided [17].
This study focuses on the confinement aspect of transverse reinforcement in reinforced concrete columns.
The confinement of reinforced concrete can either be active or passive. Active
confinement is a transverse stress applied around a cross section that is always present
5

regardless of the section’s loading conditions. This can be achieved by encasing a reinforced
concrete member with a jacket that is slightly larger than the cross section. The void
between the jacket and the concrete surface is then filled with pressure grout. Active
confinement can also be achieved by prestressing the confinement jacket as it is applied
around the concrete member.
In 1906, Considère [10] found that the application of active confinement on concrete test specimens increased their strength and ductility. Early research with concrete
confined by hydrostatic fluid pressure (active confinement) showed that the maximum con′ ) and corresponding longitudinal strain (ε ) could be represented by Equacrete stress (fcc
cc
′ , and ε
tions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, with fl , fco
co representing lateral fluid pressure,

unconfined concrete strength, and corresponding strain, respectively. Coefficients k1 and
k2 are parameters that describe confinement efficiency and are functions of both concrete
strength and lateral pressure [17]. In 1928 Richart et al. [25] tested concrete cylinders
under three different active confinement pressures and found the average value of k1 to be
4.1 and k2 to be 5k1 (20.5).

′
′
fcc
= fco
+ k1 fl

εcc = εco



fl
1 + k2 ′
fco

(2.1)


(2.2)

The second confinement type, passive confinement, is achieved by adding transverse reinforcement to the concrete cross section that engages as a result of lateral expansion
of the concrete section under axial loading. As the member’s axial load increases the corresponding lateral strain also increases causing the transverse reinforcement to develop tensile
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hoop stress balanced by a uniform radial pressure reacting against the concrete expansion
[16].
In 1929, using a continuous steel spiral as passive confinement, Richart et al. [26]
found that the k1 and k2 coefficients had the same values as the coefficients found under
active confinement. The continuity between the active and passive k1 and k2 coefficients
was found to be contingent on the passive confinement spirals being spaced relatively close
together. Other values for the k1 coefficient were found by Balmer [5] and Talbot [31] to
vary between 4.5 - 7.0 and 2.8 - 4.0, respectively. In 1972, Newman and Newman [21] found
that confinement efficiency decreases as confining pressure increases and is accounted for
by a nonlinear relationship.
Since passive confinement can be as effective as active confinement and does not
require the additional effort of prestressing, it is more commonly used in the construction
industry. In addition, in 1996 active FRP confinement wraps installed on two columns
near Los Angeles were found to have fractured. The fracture occurred roughly three years
after the wraps were installed and almost one year after the Northridge earthquake. After
conducting an analysis of the columns, it was concluded that the most likely reason for the
confinement failures was due to stressing the wraps beyond their creep rupture strength
during prestressing [13]. To avoid creep rupture and due to ease of installation, passive
confinement is most common, and is thus the focus of study in this paper.

7

2.2

Stress-Strain Relationships
Every material and/or combination of materials that forms composites has its own

unique stress-strain relationships, which can be elastic, inelastic, or a combination of the
two. In this paper several stress-strain relationship models for passively confined concrete
are presented. Ultimately, one of the these confinement models is used for this study to
conduct Moment-Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction analyses.
Concrete is a non-homogeneous material prone to cracking. As a result, concrete’s
stress-strain relationship is highly non-linear [9]. Unconfined concrete and confined concrete
have very different stress-strain relationships. Since concrete is weak in tension, loading
induces the development of micro-cracks throughout the concrete cross section, growing in
the unconfined concrete, until the strength of the section is greatly reduced. This causes
failure in a very brittle fashion. However, with the addition of confinement around the
concrete section, the micro-cracks, though still present, can be restrained and prevented
from growing and causing failure at small compressive strains. The addition of confinement
around reinforced concrete cross sections can change the concrete’s stress-strain behavior
from relatively weak and brittle to strong and ductile. The added strength and ductility
found in confined concrete is due to the development of a triaxial stress field and the
containment of the concrete after cracking [9].
To date, the most common form of transverse reinforcement in reinforced concrete
columns has been steel spirals or hoops. Numerous studies outlining the effect of confinement on concrete strength and deformation have been conducted regarding both steel
spirals and hoops, as well as rectilinear ties and concrete-filled steel tubular columns [16].
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However, most of the stress strain models developed were only applicable for either circular
or rectangular columns [24]. Mander et al. [17] used an energy balance approach along with
effectiveness coefficients to unify the confinement model for both circular and rectangular
transverse reinforcement at various spacing. Mander’s model was based on the equation
suggested by Popovics in 1973 [23] and has gained wide acceptance in the Civil Engineering
field. The Mander confined concrete stress-strain model for a circular column with hoop
transverse reinforcement, monotonic loading, and slow strain rate is shown in the following
set of equations:

fc =

′ xr
fcc
r − 1 + xr

(2.3)

′ is the compressive strength of the
where fc is the longitudinal compressive stress and fcc

confined concrete.

x=

εc
εcc

(2.4)

where εc represents longitudinal compressive strain.

εcc = εco



f′
1 + 5 cc
−1
′
fco




(2.5)

′ and ε are the unconfined concrete strength and corresponding strain,
where fco
co

respectively (generally εco can be assumed to be 0.002 [25]).

r=

Ec
Ec − Esec
9

(2.6)

where

q

′ (psi)
Ec = 57, 000 fco

(2.7)

is the design tangent modulus of elasticity of the unconfined concrete from ACI 318-05
Chapter 8 Section 8.5.1.

Esec =

′
′
fcc
= fco

′
fcc
εcc

(2.8)

s

7.94fl′
fl′
−1.254 + 2.254 1 +
−
2
′
′
fco
fco

fl′ =

!

2ke fyh Asp
sds

(2.9)

(2.10)

where fl′ is the effective lateral confining stress, ke is the confinement effectiveness
coefficient, fyh is the yield strength of the transverse reinforcement, Asp is the area of
transverse reinforcement bar, s is the center to center spacing or pitch of spiral or circular
hoop, and ds is the diameter of spiral between bar centers.

ke =



1−

s′
2ds

2

1 − ρcc

(2.11)

where s′ represents the clear vertical spacing between hoops and ρcc is the ratio of the
longitudinal reinforcement area to the section’s core concrete area.
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Below are several parameter relationships for reinforced concrete circular cross
sections which Mander et al. [17] referenced to increase or decrease the confinement effectiveness on concrete dependent on their quantities.
• The transverse reinforcement spacing (s) has an inverse relationship with the confinement effectiveness. Cross sections with large transverse reinforcement spacing have a
large region of ineffectively confined concrete between each transverse bar, reducing
the overall confinement effectiveness. Cross sections with small transverse reinforcement spacing have small regions of ineffectively confined concrete, increasing the cross
section’s overall confinement effectiveness.
• Well distributed longitudinal bars around the cross section (ke ) increase the cross
section’s confinement effectiveness.
• Volume of transverse reinforcement has a direct correlation with the cross section’s
confinement effectiveness. Large transverse reinforcement volumes will increase a cross
section’s confinement effectiveness.
• Yield strength of transverse reinforcement has a direct correlation with the cross
section’s confinement effectiveness. High yield strength increases a cross section’s
confinement effectiveness.

2.3

FRP Confinement and Stress-Strain Properties
Though steel is the most common form of transverse reinforcement, in an effort to

increase seismic performance of existing structures through retrofitting and new structures
11

through design and detailing, other materials have and are being studied as possible supplements and/or alternatives to steel confinement. In 1978, Kurt [14] filled commercially
available plastic pipes (PVS or ABS) with concrete. The test showed only a small increase
in concrete strength from the plastic pipe confinement. The confined concrete in Kurt’s
experiment did not show a significant increase in strength because the plastics used were
not relatively strong themselves, and thus, did not provide enough confinement of the core
concrete to increase its strength significantly. FRP composites, unlike PVC and ABS, are
much stronger than plastics and have been gaining popularity in their use as transverse
reinforcement.
FRP composites use high-strength fibers directionally oriented in multiple layers
and impregnated in a polymeric resin matrix of lower strength. The fibers are loaded in
tension along their longitudinal axis while the matrix enables the load to be transferred
between fibers and protects the fibers from environmental effects. The most common fiber
types used are carbon, aramid, and glass. The fibers have an approximate ultimate strain
range of 0.2% for Ultra-High-Modulus Carbon to 5.4% for S-Glass. They are linear elastic up
to failure (no yielding), have an ultimate strength range of 200 ksi for Ultra-High-Modulus
Carbon to 900 ksi for Ultra-High-Strength Carbon, and have an elastic modulus range of
10,000 ksi for E-Glass and General Purpose Aramid to 100,000 ksi for Ultra-High-Modulus
Carbon (1 MPa = 0.145 ksi) [2]. The mechanical properties of the FRP composites are
dependent on the constituents and their proportions [16].
FRP’s used as confinement for reinforced concrete cross sections have three typical
configurations: filaments, wraps, and tubes. Filament winding is done by wrapping fibers
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impregnated with resin around a column. Wraps are sheets of fibers that are laminated
around the column in multiple layers. The fibers in the sheets can be woven in different
patterns and/or the sheets themselves can be oriented such that the longitudinal direction
of the fibers are best suited to carry the load demands. FRP tubes are formed in a factory
to a specific size with a wall thickness, strength, and stiffness according to the design
specifications. The tubes are brought to a job site and used as permanent formwork for
columns, limiting their use to new construction. Filaments and wraps, like steel, can be
used in either new construction or retrofitting of existing structures.
FRP and steel, however, have different material properties and therefore the existing and accepted stress-strain models for steel confined concrete do not necessarily apply
to FRP confined concrete. Steel has three distinct regions in its stress-strain relationship:
linear elastic region, yielding plateau, and strain hardening region. The three regions can be
seen in Figure 2.1. Steel possesses linear elastic properties up to its yield strength at which
point its stress-strain relationship plateaus. Once yielding has begun, the steel confinement
does not provide any additional confinement pressure though both the column’s axial load
and subsequent lateral dilation are increasing. The yield plateau ends when the cross section’s lateral dilation is large enough that the transverse steel reaches its strain hardening
point. Once the transverse steel reaches its strain hardening point its stiffness is increased
providing additional confining pressure. Throughout strain hardening, steel confinement
stiffness decreases nonlinearly until failure.
Unlike steel, FRP materials remain linear elastic up to failure. In Figure 2.1 the
three regions of the steel stress-strain relationship as well as the linear elastic behavior of
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FIGURE 2.1: Steel and FRP Stress-Strain Relationships

the FRP material are depicted. Another difference between steel and FRP confinement
materials is their stiffnesses. With the exception of high strength Carbon, steel is much
stiffer than FRP. The different stress-strain relationships and stiffnesses of steel and FRP
greatly change the composite stress-strain relationship of confined concrete.
Figure 2.2 superimposes stress-strain plots for unconfined concrete, steel confined
concrete, and FRP confined concrete produced from the Mander Unconfined [17], Mander
Confined [17], and Samaan Confined [29] concrete models, respectively. These plots show
that up to the unconfined concrete strength of 4.00 ksi, both steel confined concrete and
FRP confined concrete behave similarly. At the point where the concrete’s unconfined
strength is reached, the concrete begins to lose strength and dilate causing the confinement
to engage. Once the confinement engages, its stiffness controls the stress-strain relationship.
Notice in Figure 2.2, at the unconfined concrete strength, the steel confined concrete has
greater stiffness than the FRP confined concrete; however, at a concrete stress of just over
5.00 ksi the steel begins to yield and the composite strength of the steel confined concrete
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begins to decrease until failure. It can also be seen that at the same point the steel begins to
yield, the FRP confinement fully engages and controls the stress-strain relationship resulting
in a bilinear stress-strain curve with a mild transition zone. Another difference between
steel confinement and FRP confinement is that steel only forms a mechanical bond with
the core concrete while the FRP confinement can form both a mechanical and chemical
bond. However, tests have shown that FRP confinement chemically bonded to the concrete
members does not vary significantly from FRP confinement mechanically bonded [18]. Thus
the type of bond between the FRP jacket and the concrete core is not considered as a
parameter in this study.
To calculate the confinement pressure applied to the core concrete by the FRP
confining mechanism, strain compatibility must be assumed between the FRP confining
mechanism and the concrete surface. That is, the lateral strain of the confined concrete
core must equal the strain of the FRP confining mechanism. As the confining mechanism
is strained a hoop stress acting against further dilation is induced. Figure 2.3 demonstrates
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FIGURE 2.3: FRP Confinement Free-Body Diagram

how the outward pressure from the lateral dilation of the core concrete is restrained and in
equilibrium with the hoop stress of the confining mechanism.
Summing the forces applied to the cross section by the FRP confinement in equilibrium results in the following equation:

Er =

2Ef ntf
D

(2.12)

where Er represents the confinement modulus, Ef is the FRP modulus, n is the number of
FRP layers, tf is the FRP layer thickness, and D is the diameter of column. Then the
confinement pressure fr is calculated using the FRP strain (εf ) and the FRP stress (ff )
for corresponding εf in Equation 2.13.
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fr = Er εf =

2ff ntf
D

(2.13)

The confinement modulus (Er ) can be of significant importance to ductility and,
in turn, seismic design. Zhang [32] found that the added confinement from one layer of an
FRP wrap can change a column’s failure mode from a shear (brittle) to flexure (ductile).
However, the one layer of FRP did not provided result in a large enough Er to significantly
increase the column’s ductility. In the same study, the column wrapped with four FRP
layers and thus having four times the Er was found to have rich ductility. This result
demonstrates that ductility and the desired elastoplastic behavior of a column under large
ground motions is strongly affected by Er .
The ultimate confinement pressure is a function of the confinement modulus and
the pressure FRP applies to a concrete cross section when its hoop strain reaches its ultimate
strain. Once the ultimate strain is achieved, the FRP confinement will rupture causing the
column to also fail in a very brittle manner. The ultimate confinement pressure (fru ) can
be calculated by substituting the ultimate FRP stress (ff u ) and its corresponding FRP
ultimate strain (εf u ) into 2.13, resulting in 2.14 below.

fru = Er εf u =

2ff u ntf
D

where ff u = Ef εf u and Ef is the FRP modulus of elasticity.
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(2.14)

2.4

FRP Confinement Models
Three models for concrete passively confined using FRP composites are presented

below. The models are selected to demonstrate the various methodologies researchers use
to develop their confinement models. The first model, “Steel Based Confinement Model”, is
based on existing steel confinement models and modified to accommodate FRP properties.
The second model, “Empirical Confinement Model”, uses a bilinear curve with a transition
zone utilizing four parameters to calibrate the stress-strain behavior. The last model, “Bilinear Confinement Model”, has two main characteristics: (1) a constitutive relationship
consisting of only two lines, and (2) simple equations to represent the two lines [28].

2.4.1

Saadatmanesh et al. (1994) Steel Based Confinement Model
Saadatmanesh et al. [27] based their FRP confinement model on the well estab-

lished steel confinement model proposed by Mander [17]. Like Mander’s model, this FRP
confinement model is based on energy balance and an ultimate strength surface. The energy
balance is calculated by equating the added ductility of the confined concrete to the energy
stored in the confining device [16]. Saadatmanesh’s FRP confinement model for circular
sections can be calculated using the following equation:

s

′
fcc
p
p
= 2.254 1 + 7.94 ′ − 2 ′ − 1.254
′
fco
fco
fco

(2.15)

′ is the ultimate confined concrete strength, f ′ is the unconfined concrete
Where fcc
co

strength, and p is the ultimate confinement pressure shown as fru in Equation 2.14. Once
the ultimate confinement strength is calculated the entire stress-strain curve can be equated
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using Equations 2.3 through 2.8 developed by Mander.
Saadatmanesh et al. used this model for a parametric study in their research and
did not compare this model with experimental results. However, other authors have shown
that Saadatmanesh’s model compares reasonably well with experimental results [16].

2.4.2

Samaan et al. (1998) Empirical Confinement Model
Samaan’s FRP confinement model is an empirical bilinear curve with a transition

zone located at the strain associated with unconfined concrete’s peak stress. The model
is based on the correlation between the reinforced concrete cross section’s lateral dilation
and the stiffness of the restraining device. The parameters of the model are set from the
material properties of the core concrete and the FRP confining device. The equations for
the bilinear response are the following:

fc = 

(E1 − E2 ) εc
1+



 
(E1 −E2 )εc n 1/n
fo

+ E 2 εc

(2.16)

where fc and εc represent the axial stress and strain, respectively; and

q

E1 = 47, 586 fc′

E2 = 52.411fc′

0.2

+ 1.3456

Ef n f tf
(ksi)
D

(2.17)

(2.18)

where E1 is the elastic modulus of the unconfined concrete and the first slope of the curve.
E2 is the second slope of the curve, dependent on the stiffness of the confining device. fc′
is the unconfined concrete strength, Ef is the elastic modulus of the FRP confining
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device, nf is the number of FRP layers, tf is the thickness of one FRP layer, and D is the
cross section diameter of the concrete. This model is not sensitive to the curve-shaped
parameter (n) and therefore it is assigned a constant value of 1.5. It is worth noting that
Equation 2.17 is used to calculate the unconfined concrete elastic modulus in lieu of the
more common ACI 318-05 Chapter 8 Section 8.5.1 equation as it has been shown to over
estimate the unconfined concrete’s elastic modulus [3]. The ultimate compressive strength
′ ) can be calculated by the following equation:
of the confined concrete (fcu

′
fcu
= fc′ + k1 fru

(2.19)

where k1 is the coefficient of effectiveness and can be seen in Equation 2.20, and fru is the
confinement pressure and can be calculated using Equation 2.13.

−0.3
k1 = 3.38fru
(ksi)

(2.20)

Substituting Equation 2.20 into Equation 2.19 the ultimated confined concrete strength
can be calculated using the following:

′
0.7
fcu
= fc′ + 3.83fru
(ksi)

(2.21)

The equation for fo below calculates the stress at the bilinear interception point.

fo = 0.872fc′ + 0.371fru + 0.908 (ksi)
20

(2.22)

By using the the ultimate confined concrete strength, the intercept strength, and the slope
of the second line the ultimate confined concrete strain can be calculated below:

εcu =

′ −f
fcu
o
E2

(2.23)

Samaan et al. [29] compared the analytical results of their model to their experimental results from the same study and the results of several other similar studies. The
model was found to achieve a good correlation.

2.4.3

Saiidi et al. (2005) Bilinear Confinement Model
Saiidi’s FRP confinement model, like Samaan’s, is an empirical model with a

bilinear curve; however, Saiidi’s model excludes a transition zone. Instead, the model only
requires two points: the break point and the ultimate point. The break point occurs where
each of the bilinear curves intersect. The stress at the point of intersection is calculated
by Equation 2.24. The ultimate point corresponds to the ultimate stress of the confined
concrete, calculated by Equation 2.27. The goal of this study was to produce a model
accurate enough for Moment-Curvature analyses while being simple in nature. The break
point and the ultimate point can be calculated using the equations that follow.

′
fco
= fc′ + 0.003ρcf Ej

(2.24)

′ represents stress at the break point corresponding to the axial strain (ε ) of
where fco
c

0.002, fc′ is the unconfined concrete strength, ρcf is the volumetric ratio of the FRP
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jacket, and Ej is the elastic modulus of the FRP jacket. The confinement pressure (fr ) is
found from Equation 2.25.

fr =

2Ej εj tj
D

(2.25)

where εj is the strain in the FRP jacket, tj is the thickness of the FRP jacket, and D is
the diameter of the column. The next two equations provide the ultimate strain (εcu ) and
′ ) in order to calculate the ultimate point of the model. In
the ultimate stress (fcu

Equation 2.26, εf is set equal to 50% of the ultimate FRP fiber failure strain (effective
failure strain); the value of fr from Equation 2.25 is also calculated using εj = 50% of the
ultimate FRP fiber strain to be used in both Equation 2.26 and Equation 2.27.

εcu = 

εf
0.1 − 0.25 ln



fr
fc′



′
fcu
= fc′ + 3.5fr0.7 (ksi)

(2.26)

(2.27)

Saiidi et al. [28] found that their simplified bilinear model was able to estimate the
Moment-Curvature relationships of typical columns with reasonable accuracy.

2.5

Selected Confinement Model
While Saadatmanesh’s steel based confinement model has been shown to predict

the stress-strain relationship of FRP confined concrete with reasonable accuracy [16], other
studies have shown that models based on steel may not be conservative enough due to
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the inherent differences between FRP composites and steel [29]. Mander’s energy balance
approach developed for steel confined concrete neglects lateral strain energy stored in the
concrete which in FRP confined concrete, accounts for close to 80% of the total energy [12].
Saiidi et al. developed their confinement model for Moment-Curvature relations on
the principle that Moment-Curvature relations are generally insensitive to slight variations
in concrete constitutive relations. Therefore simple models should yield similar results to
complex models [28]. Thus, their model was able to predict the Moment-Curvature relations
of typical columns with reasonable accuracy.
Samaan’s confinement model has good correlation with the experimental data set
used in the development of the model, three other data sets used to validate the model,
and numerous other data sets compiled for a comparative study [29], [16]. However, when
compared to similar models, Samaan’s model overestimates the ultimate strain and produces
non-conservative results [28].
Samaan’s confinement model, nevertheless, is the model used in Chapter 3 to
conduct Moment-Curvature and PM Interaction analyses. This model is selected because
of its good correlation over a wide range of data sets along with its use of a conservative
unconfined concrete elastic modulus (first slope of its bilinear curve). However, due to its
tendency to overestimate the ultimate FRP strain due to typical premature fiber failure, an
effective ultimate FRP strain similar to the one used by Saiidi et al. is advised. Therefore,
this study follows the recommendations of ACI 440.2R-08 and reduces the ultimate FRP
strain by multiplying it by a strain efficiency factor, κe [2]. The ultimate effective FRP
strain can then be calculated by Equation 2.28 and the ultimate effective FRP tensile stress
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can be calculated by Equation 2.29.

εf e = κe εf u

(2.28)

ff e = κe Ef εf u

(2.29)

In addition, ACI 440.2R-08 states that a strain efficiency factor κe of 0.55 should be
used [2]. Now, Equation 2.14 used to calculate the ultimate confinement pressure (fru )
can be updated to calculate the effective ultimate confinement pressure (fre ) and is shown
below:

fre = Er εf e =

2ff e ntf
D

(2.30)

This study utilizes Samaan’s confinement model in conjunction with the ACI
440.2R-08 recommended effective ultimate FRP strain to achieve accurate yet slightly more
conservative results.
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CHAPTER 3

Moment-Curvature and Axial
Force-Moment Interaction
3.1

Introduction
Strong ground motions from a seismic event may cause inelastic displacements

and axial loads to vary in the plastic hinge regions of columns. For good seismic performance, plastic hinges must have adequate rotational capacity to achieve required seismic
displacement demands; enough ductility to withstand several inelastic displacement cycles
without significant loss of flexural strength; and a reliable flexural overstrength so accommodations can be made in non-ductile members so they remain elastic under seismic loading.
Moment-Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction diagrams are good tools to assess the rotational capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength of cross
sections needed to properly design for seismic events.
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In this Chapter, both the Moment-Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction
analysis methodologies are reviewed and software to conduct such analyses is developed.
The developed software will be used in Chapter 4 to assess the seismic performance of FRP
confined cross sections through a comparative analysis between steel confined and FRP
confined cross sections. Additionally, this software will perform a series of parameter studies
on typical design variables for FRP confined cross sections in order to better understand
the behaviors of this configuration as they relate to seismic design.
The following is a list of necessary assumptions used in the development of the
Moment-Curvature and Axial Force-Moment Interaction software:
• Plane sections remain plane
• θ ≃ 0, tan θ = θ (small angle theory)
• FRP confined concrete sections fail when:
1. The confined core concrete crushes in compression due to jacket rupture at its
effective ultimate fiber strain, and/or
2. The longitudinal rebar ruptures
• Steel confined concrete sections fail when:
1. The confined core concrete crushes due to loss of confinement, and/or
2. The longitudinal rebar ruptures
• Concrete tensile strength is assumed to be zero, consistent with seismic design
• The post crushing concrete strength of the core concrete is taken to be zero
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• Unconfined cover concrete begins to crush at a compressive strain of 0.004 and completely spalls at a compressive strain of 0.006
• The FRP confining jacket of the confined concrete has a much greater transverse stiffness than longitudinal stiffness, and therefore only acts as transverse reinforcement.
(This is to ensure the FRP jacket does not absorb any axial load which can cause
premature buckling.)

3.2

Moment-Curvature Analysis Methodology
Moment-Curvature analyses require stress-strain material models for each cross

section material. The models are used to find the stress in each of the different materials in
a cross section at a given strain. The following are the stress-strain material models used
by the developed software in this study:
• Mander et al. [17] steel confined concrete model shown in Equations 2.3 through 2.11
• Mander et al. [17] unconfined concrete model
• Priestley [7] bilinear steel model with parabolic strain hardening
• Samaan et al. [29] FRP confined reinforced concrete model for circular cross sections.
Once the models for a cross section’s different materials are selected, the next step
is to discretize that cross section. Since this study focuses on uni-axial bending, the cross
section is divided up into a series of layers discretized parallel to the axis of bending. The
number of layers used is a function of balancing computation time with accuracy. The
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more layers used, the more accurate and time consuming the Moment-Curvature analysis.
To determine an adequate layer gradation, a sensitivity analysis is conducted on a steel
confined reinforced concrete cross section. The properties of the cross section used in this
sensitivity analysis can be found in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows seven Moment-Curvature
analyses conducted on the cross section under identical loading conditions but with varying
numbers of layers. In the first and second Moment-Curvature analyses the cross section is
discretized into five and 10 layers, respectively. Each additional Moment-Curvature analysis
increases the number of layers in the cross section by 10 until reaching the final analysis with
70 layers. It is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 that the cross sections with only five or 10 layers
produce inconsistent and non-conservative results; while the cross sections with 20 or more
layers converge to a uniform envelope. Figure 3.2 shows the percent variance between each
consecutive Moment-Curvature analysis to demonstrate how the data from these analyses
converges as the number of layers increase. It also demonstrates that the variance between
40 layers and 30 layers is less than 0.5% and that increasing the number of layers beyond 40
does not greatly reduce the variance. While increasing the number of layers beyond 40 does
not significantly reduce variance, it does significantly increase computation time. Thus, in
this study the cross sections are discretized into 40 layers.
After the cross section is discretized, each layer is assigned a material type linking
that layer’s material to its corresponding material model. In addition, each layer has an
area (Ai ) and centroid location (ȳi ). The centroid location is defined relative to the centroid
of the cross section which is set at the (0, 0) coordinate. This is done to avoid an eccentric
loading condition since the axial load is applied to the (0, 0) coordinate. Next, all the
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TABLE 3.1: Discretization Sensitivity Study Cross Section Configuration
Section Property
Section Diameter:
Gross Section Area:
Unconfined Concrete strength:
Unconfined Concrete Elastic Modulus:
Number of Longitudinal Bars:
Longitudinal Bar Size:
Longitudinal Bar Area:
Longitudinal Reinforcing Ratio:
Reinforcing Steel Yield Stress:
Reinforcing Steel Fracture Stress:
Reinforcing Steel Strain at Strain Hardening:
Reinforcing Steel Failure Strain:
Reinforcing Steel Elastic Modulus:
Applied Axial Load:
Type of Transverse Reinforcement:
Transverse Reinforcing Bar Size:
Spacing of Transverse Reinforcement:
Cover Concrete Thickness:

Quantity
24.00 in
452.39 sqin
4.00 ksi
p
57.00 1000fc′ ksi
8
#7
4.80 sqin
0.011
60.00 ksi
90.00 ksi
0.0080
0.090
29,000.00 ksi
200 kips
Steel Hoop
#4
4.00 in
1.50 in

400
350

Moments (kip−ft)

300

Discretization
5 layers
10 layers
20 layers
30 layers
40 layers
50 layers
60 layers
70 layers

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Curvature (1/in.)

2.5

3

3.5
−3

x 10

FIGURE 3.1: Discretization Sensitivity Analysis
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FIGURE 3.2: Discretization Sensitivity Error Analysis

different material layers are mapped to their associated coordinate positions. Overlapping
material layers, such as rebar and concrete, must have their areas algebraically adjusted
so that two different materials do not exist in the same space. The developed software
stores each layer’s material type and corresponding stress-strain model, area, and centroid
location in a matrix to be utilized during the analysis.
Figure 3.3 shows the cross section used in the sensitivity study discretized with
the material types of the layers mapped. Notice that since this is a steel hoop confined
cross section it has three material types: unconfined concrete, steel confined concrete, and
steel longitudinal reinforcement. Due to the assumption that the FRP confinement only
acts in the transverse direction, FRP confined reinforced concrete cross sections have only
two discretized materials: FRP confined concrete and longitudinal rebar.
After discretization and material identification, the applied axial load (P ) acting
on the cross section and the analysis method are selected. In the developed software the
applied axial load can be specified to match a specific loading condition or a series of
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FIGURE 3.3: Cross Section Materials

axial loads can be specified to conduct a sequence of Moment-Curvature analyses. The
two analytical methods generally used are force control and displacement control. Both the
force control and displacement control methods produce results that are consistent with each
other for axisymetric cross sections; however, the force control method has a problem with
convergence when there are severe discontinuities defined within the material models [8].
Thus, the software developed as part of this study uses the displacement control method.
The displacement control analysis is conducted by imposing incremental curvatures
(φj ) onto the cross section until the first material limit state is reached as described in
section 3.1. Next, the strain (εij ) at each layer’s centroid is calculated using the imposed
φj , each layer’s ȳi , an assumed geometric centroid strain (εjo ), and strain compatibility
through the following equation:

εij = εjo − φj ȳi
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(3.1)
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FIGURE 3.4: Cross Section Strain Distribution

Figure 3.4 shows the strain distribution in the steel hoop confined reinforced concrete cross section used in the discretization sensitivity study at failure due to concrete
crushing.
Each layer’s centroid strain is substituted into the material model to calculate its
stress:

σij = fk (εij )

(3.2)

where k denotes the constitutive relation consistent with the material model of the layer.
Figure 3.5 shows the stress throughout the steel hoop confined reinforced concrete cross
section used in the discretization sensitivity study at failure due to concrete crushing.

Each layer’s reaction force (Fij ) for the applied φj can then be calculated by
Equation 3.3:
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FIGURE 3.5: Cross Section Stress Distribution

Fij = Ai σij

(3.3)

With each layer’s reaction force known, an iteration process is conducted to satisfy
equilibrium by varying the cross section’s centroid strain (εjo ) at the specified curvature
until the resisting axial load balances with the applied axial load for that step. The iteration
is complete when Equation 3.4 is satisfied. Then with the axial loads in equilibrium the
moment (Mj ) corresponding to φj is calculated using the following Equation 3.5 to produce
the coordinate pairs of the Moment-Curvature diagram.

Pj =

X

Ai fk (εjo − φj ȳi )

(3.4)

−ȳi Ai fk (εjo − φj ȳi )

(3.5)

ik

Mj =

X
ik
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The force control analysis is conducted by imposing incremental moments (Mj )
onto the cross section until failure. For each applied moment increment there is a NewtonRaphson type iteration that uses the tangent cross section stiffness to sum each reaction
force in every layer in the cross section until equilibrium is reached with the applied axial
load [8]. Once equilibrium is achieved the associated curvature (φj ) is logged and assigned to
the applied moment to form a Moment-Curvature coordinate pair (Mj , φj ). All the (M, φ)
coordinate pairs up to the section’s failure are plotted to produce the Moment-Curvature
diagram.

3.3

Axial Force-Moment Interaction Analysis Methodology
An Axial Force-Moment Interaction diagram, also called a PM Interaction dia-

gram, is a plot of a combination of axial load (P ) and corresponding moment (M ) coordinate pairs that when applied to the cross section cause first material failure. Similar to
Moment-Curvature diagrams, Axial Force-Moment Interaction diagrams require accurate
stress-strain models to produce reliable seismic assessments of plastic hinge cross section
properties. Also similarly, discretization of the cross section into layers (fibers if biaxial
bending is considered), and definition and mapping of layer properties is required. The
software used in this study utilizes the same material models, cross section discretization,
and layer properties for both PM Interaction diagrams and Moment-Curvature diagrams.
Furthermore, one coordinate pair on a PM Interaction diagram corresponds to an applied
axial load and correlating ultimate moment calculated from a Moment-Curvature analysis.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 demonstrate how a PM Interaction diagram is connected to a section’s
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FIGURE 3.6: Influence of Axial Load on Moment-Curvature Relationship

Moment-Curvature properties. Figure 3.6 shows nine Moment-Curvature analyses conducted on the same cross section configuration at nine different loads. The last of the nine
analyses appears on Figure 3.6 as a single point at the origin (φ = 0, M = 0) because the applied axial load in this analysis was the cross section’s Ultimate Axial Load. Therefore, any
imposed curvature and resultant moment beyond this will cause failure. Figure 3.7 shows a
PM Interaction diagram for the cross section comprised from the nine Moment-Curvature
analyses. Each point on this Interaction curve corresponds to the axial load applied to the
cross section and its correlating moment found at the Ultimate Curvature for each of the
nine analyses shown in Figure 3.6.
However, PM Interaction diagrams may be constructed without using a series
of Moment-Curvature analyses. Instead, PM Interaction diagrams can be constructed by
focusing on critical material layers in a cross section and a specific centroid strain range.
The critical layers in a cross section are the greatest distance from the geometric centroid
of the cross section for each material type. The centroid strain range is established by
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calculating the failure strains under pure tension and pure compression. This range can then
be divided into the number of points on the PM Interaction diagram. At each centroid strain
the minimum curvature corresponding to the first critical layer failure is found. Using this
curvature for each centroid strain condition, the corresponding moments can be calculated
and combined with the axial forces associated with the particular strain diagrams producing
Axial Force-Moment coordinate pairs [8]. This method reduces computation time while
producing accurate results necessary to make a reliable seismic assessment of plastic hinge
cross section properties.

3.4

Conclusion
The methodology and development of software for both Moment-Curvature and

PM Interaction diagrams necessary to make seismic assessments of plastic hinge cross section properties have been discussed in this Chapter. To ensure the accuracy of the developed software’s Moment-Curvature and PM Interaction diagrams, a comparison between
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the developed software and XTRACT [7], a commercially available cross section analysis
program, is conducted. It is found that the developed software produces the same results
as XTRACT [7]. Thus, validating this software for use in the subsequent confinement
comparison and parameter studies. The following Chapter utilizes the developed MomentCurvature and PM Interaction software to review the seismic performance of FRP confined
cross sections by conducting a comparison between FRP and steel confinement, and by
performing parameter studies on typical design variables.
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CHAPTER 4

Confinement Comparison and
Parameter Study
4.1

Introduction
In this Chapter, results of a comparative study between steel confined and FRP

confined reinforced concrete are presented in addition to the results of a design variable
parameter study on FRP confined reinforced concrete circular cross sections. The comparative study is conducted to determine if FRP materials can confine reinforced concrete as
effectively as steel and to identify differences between the two confining systems that are
critical when designing for seismic resistance. Parameter studies are presented to identify
member displacement capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength trends
associated with each design variable so that FRP confined plastic hinges and surrounding
elastic components can be designed for seismic requirements.
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Moment-Curvature analyses are used to determine the Yield Moment (My ), Yield
Curvature (φy ), Ultimate Moment (Mu ) and Ultimate Curvature (φu ), which are then
used to calculate the Section Plastic Curvature, Section Curvature Ductility, and Section
Overstrength Factor of each cross section at Axial Load Ratios between 0.1 and 0.5. The
Axial Load Ratio (Pr ), as defined in Equation 4.1, is the ratio between the cross section’s
Axial Load (P ) and the product of the cross section’s unconfined concrete compressive
strength (fc′ ) and the gross cross section area (Ag ).

Pr =

P
fc′ Ag

(4.1)

The Section Plastic Curvature (Equation 4.2) is the difference between the cross
section’s φu and φy , specific to an axial load. The Ultimate Curvature is the largest curvature that can be imposed on a cross section without causing failure at that specific axial
load. The Yield Curvature is the curvature at first material yielding of the cross section.
Therefore, the Section Plastic Curvature measures the inelastic rotational capacity of a
cross section, having a major influence on the member displacement capacity.

φp = φu − φy

(4.2)

The Section Curvature Ductility (Equation 4.3) is defined as the ratio between a
cross section’s φu and φy , specific to an axial load. Thus, it measures the inelastic rotational
capacity relative to the elastic yield rotation and, therefore, is directly related to member
and structure ductility. Thus, provided the Section Overstrength Factor is greater than
one, increasing Section Curvature Ductility increases member and structure ductility.
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µφ =

φu
φy

(4.3)

The Section Overstrength Factor (Equation 4.4) measures Mu , defined as the
moment corresponding to φu , relative to My , defined as the moment corresponding to
φy , specific to an axial load. Thus, the Section Overstrength Factor measures the ability of
a cross section to maintain flexural strength when inelastically loaded, directly relating to
member and structure ductility.

Mu
My

Ωo =

(4.4)

The Section Plastic Curvature, Section Curvature Ductility, and Section Overstrength Factor are directly related to member and structure displacement and ductility,
measures of a structure’s ability to sustain seismic inelastic deformation cycles without collapse or loss of strength. To demonstrate this relationship, the following shows how the
member and structural displacement and ductility of a bridge supported by a single cantilever column on a spread footing are calculated using the section properties listed above.
The member and structure displacement (∆u ) is calculated using Equation 4.5:

∆ u = ∆ y + ∆p

(4.5)

where ∆y is the member and structure yield displacement and may be approximated by
Equation 4.6 [24].

∆y =

φy L2
3
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(4.6)

The member and structure plastic displacement ∆p is calculated by

∆p = (Ωo − 1)∆y + Lp φp (L − 0.5Lp )

(4.7)

where L is the distance from the critical section of the plastic hinge to the point of
contra-flexure and Lp is the plastic hinge length. The plastic hinge length is defined as the
zone in which severe damage to concrete sections occurs. Since most damage occurs at
curvatures greater than the yield curvature, Lp can be related to the yield moment and
the ultimate moment, and therefore the Section Overstrength (Equation 4.8). This
approach works well when the moments increase with curvature, however, it is
questionable for members that experience post-peak strength degradation [4]. FRP
confined concrete increases in strength with curvature up to failure and therefore lends
itself well to this relationship.

Lp = L(1 −

1
)
Ωo

(4.8)

In cases where members have post-peak strength degradation, as with typical steel
confined bridge columns, other plastic hinge length relationships have traditionally been
used. The length Lp for a typical bridge-bent where the column’s plastic hinge forms
against a supporting member can be calculated using Equation 4.9; fy represents the yield
stress and db represents the nominal bar diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement [6] [24].

Lp = 0.08L + 0.15fy db ≥ 0.3fy db (in., ksi)
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(4.9)

The member and structure ductility µ∆ is calculated by

µ∆ =

∆u
∆y

(4.10)

which with substitution becomes

µ∆ = Ωo + 3(µφ − 1)

Lp
Lp
(1 − 0.5 )
L
L

(4.11)

It is important to note that in this example the cantilever column is assumed
to have rigid end connections and therefore the member and structure displacement and
ductility are equal. If the flexibility of the bridge’s footing and superstructure are considered,
the structural displacement will be greater than the member displacement and the structure
ductility will be less than the member ductility due to increases in yield displacements caused
by additional rotations at the column’s end connections prior to yielding.
As demonstrated, Section Plastic Curvature, Section Curvature Ductility, and the
Section Overstrength Factor are cross section properties directly related to member displacement, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength. Therefore, they are important
to consider so that strength loss or collapse from the cyclic inelastic loading of a seismic
event is avoided. This is the reason they are chosen as the cross section properties analyzed
in the FRP versus steel confinement comparison, and the FRP confinement parameter study
to follow.
Moment-Curvature diagrams are also used to analyze how the different confinement types and parameters affect cross section flexural strength. To do this MomentCurvature diagrams for the different cross sections with an applied Axial Load Ratio of 0.2
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are presented. The different moment capacities of the various cross sections are then compared to demonstrate how the confinement type or parameter influences the cross section
flexural strength.
Axial Force-Moment Interaction diagrams are used in the parameter study to
analyze the effect each parameter has on a cross section’s Maximum Moment, Mm . The
Maximum Moment is the largest moment a cross section can achieve, occurring at a unique
axial load. Mm is used to evaluate how each parameter influences the maximum possible
overstrength of a cross section considering all feasible axial loads.
Additionally, the curvatures, moments, and axial loads determined in the MomentCurvature and PM Interaction diagrams are normalized and analyzed to determine the nondimensional effects of each parameter. Curvatures are normalized by multiplying them by
the cross section diameter (in inches) as demonstrated in Equation 4.12. Equation 4.13 normalizes the moments by dividing them by the product of the unconfined concrete strength,
the gross cross section area, and the section diameter (in feet). The normalized Axial Loads
are calculated by Equation 4.14 which divides the Axial Load by the product of the unconfined concrete strength and the gross cross section area. Analyzing normalized moments
and normalized axial loads allows the relative effects of a parameter and the efficiency of
each cross section to be measured.

φN = φD

MN =

M
fc′ Ag D
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(4.12)

(4.13)

PN =

4.2

P
fc′ Ag

(4.14)

Confinement Comparison
The FRP confined reinforced concrete circular cross section and a steel hoop con-

fined reinforced concrete circular cross section comparison is conducted to establish FRP
confinement as a possible supplement (or alternate) to steel confinement in seismic regions. To achieve this, Moment-Curvature analyses are used to determine if FRP materials
can confine reinforced concrete as effectively as steel while identifying differences between
the two confining systems that must be taken into account. The two cross sections chosen have the same diameter, longitudinal reinforcement, and unconfined concrete strength.
The quantities of the two different cross sections’ confinement are such that they will have
similar Section Plastic Curvature Capacities, and therefore, similar displacement capacities
at applied Axial Load Ratios between 0.1 and 0.5. Table 4.1 shows each of the two cross
sections’ properties used in the comparative study.
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the Moment-Curvature diagrams for both the FRP confined
and steel confined cross sections with an applied Axial Load Ratio of 0.2. To compare the
Moment-Curvature analyses of the two cross sections, their diagrams are broken up into
three different zones of interest.
Zone 1, the initial portion of both the steel confined and FRP confined MomentCurvature diagrams, are nearly identical for curvatures between 0 and 0.00015 1/inch. At
small curvatures the load combination on the cross section is not large enough to cause
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TABLE 4.1: Confinement Comparison Cross Section Configurations
Section Property
Section Diameter:
Gross Section Area:
Unconfined Concrete strength:
Unconfined Concrete Elastic Modulus:
Number of Longitudinal Bars:
Longitudinal Bar Size:
Longitudinal Bar Area:
Longitudinal Reinforcing Ratio:
Reinforcing Steel Yield Stress:
Reinforcing Steel Fracture Stress:
Reinforcing Steel Strain at Strain Hardening:
Reinforcing Steel Failure Strain:
Reinforcing Steel Elastic Modulus:
Applied Axial Load:
Transverse Reinforcement Material:
Type of Transverse Reinforcement:
Transverse Reinforcing Bar Size:
Spacing of Transverse Reinforcement:
Cover Concrete Thickness:
Number of Cross Section Materials:
Number of Composite Layers:
Composite Layer Thickness:
Ultimate Fiber Fracture Stress:
Effective Fiber Fracture Stress:
Fiber Tensile Elastic Modulus:
Ultimate Fiber Fracture Strain:
Effective Fiber Fracture Strain:
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Steel Section
24.00 in
452.39 sqin
4.00 ksi
p
57.00 1000fc′ ksi
8
#7
4.80 sqin
0.011
60.00 ksi
90.00 ksi
0.0080
0.090
29,000.00 ksi
362.00 kips
Steel
Steel Hoop
#4
4.00 in
1.50 in
3
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FRP Section
24.00 in
452.39 sqin
4.00 ksi
p
47.59 1000fc′ ksi
8
#7
4.80 sqin
0.011
60.00 ksi
90.00 ksi
0.0080
0.090
29,000.00 ksi
362.00 kips
Carbon/Epoxy
Tyfo R SCH-41S
N/A
N/A
N/A
2
6
0.040 in
107.95 ksi
53.98 ksi
8,996.00 ksi
0.012
0.0060

FIGURE 4.1: Steel and FRP Confinement Comparison Figures
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significant concrete cracking. Therefore, the core concrete does not laterally dilate enough
to fully engage the cross section’s confining mechanism. Thus, at small curvatures the
stiffness of the cross section is controlled by the initial stiffness of the concrete. Since the
two cross sections are similar, except for their confinement which in this zone is not fully
engaged, the diagrams are also similar. It should be noted, however, the FRP confinement
model uses a slightly more conservative estimate of the initial concrete stiffness than the
steel confinement model. This causes the FRP confined cross section’s Moment-Curvature
diagram to enter into its transition zone at a lower moment than the steel confined cross
section.
Zone 2 is the portion of the Moment-Curvature diagrams where the two cross
sections transition between the initial concrete stiffness and the confined concrete stiffness.
This zone corresponds to curvatures between 0.00015 and 0.00050 1/inch. Here, as the
curvature increases, the core concrete increasingly cracks causing it to lose strength and
stiffness and thus, laterally dilate. This dilation causes the confining mechanism to fully
engage, preventing the core concrete from further losing strength and failing. At the end of
this zone, the cross section stiffness and, thus, the shape of the Moment-Curvature diagrams
is controlled by the confined concrete stiffness.
Zone 3 of the two Moment-Curvature diagrams, with curvatures of 0.00050 1/inch
to failure, is where the steel confinement yields and strain hardens. The cover concrete of
the steel confined cross section spalls off in this zone as well. It is in this section of the
diagrams that the steel confined and FRP confined cross section properties diverge. The
FRP confinement is linear elastic up to failure producing a constant and positive cross
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section stiffness. This causes a steady increase in the cross section’s moment capacity up
to failure. Conversely, the steel confinement transitions through yielding and then strain
hardening, causing the cross section’s stiffness to vary. When the steel confinement yields,
it allows the cross section to dilate without requiring additional load. Thus, while the steel
is yielding there is no increase in moment for an increase in curvature. Once the steel
confinement begins to strain harden, the cross section’s stiffness also begins to increase
resulting in an increase in its moment capacity. It is also demonstrated in this zone that
at curvatures between 0.00050 and 0.00100 1/inch, the steel confined cross section has a
decrease in stiffness. This is caused by spalling of the cross section’s cover concrete. The
FRP confined cross section, due to its external confinement application effectively confining
the entire cross section, is not susceptible to cover concrete spalling and therefore does
not exhibit the associated decrease in stiffness. The increase in moment capacity up to
failure and the lack of cover concrete spalling are two properties where FRP confinement
out performs steel confinement. However, because of this, FRP confined cross sections have
a disadvantage over steel confined cross sections. Unlike steel confined cross sections, FRP
confined sections display little to no warning signs that failure is approaching.
The Moment-Curvature diagram shown in Figure 4.1 (a) is one of a series of
Moment-Curvature analyses conducted on the steel confined and FRP confined cross sections. The series of Moment-Curvature analyses is conducted to assess the Section Plastic
Curvature, Section Curvature Ductility and Section Overstrength Factors of the two cross
sections at Axial Load Ratios between 0.1 and 0.5. This will demonstrate how the two confinement systems influence the member displacement capacity, member ductility, flexural
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strength, and flexural overstrength.
The confinement comparison study shows that the rotational capacity of the two
cross sections are very similar over the range of axial loads studied (Figure 4.1 (b)). The
rotational capacities of the two cross sections are so similar that as the axial load increases
they have alternating maximum Section Plastic Curvature values. Therefore, both the Steel
confinement and the FRP confinement achieve the same member displacement capacities.
The steel confinement and FRP confinement comparison shows that the steel confined cross section has greater Section Curvature Ductility than the FRP confined section
(Figure 4.1 (c)). Even though the two cross sections have similar Ultimate Curvatures,
this occurs due to the steel confined cross section having a lower Yield Curvature. The
low Yield Curvature is caused by the steel confined cross section’s cover concrete yielding
at a lower strain than the confined concrete and/or the longitudinal reinforcement of the
FRP confined section. Therefore, though the steel confined cross section has greater Section Curvature Ductility it does not necessarily perform better under seismic excitation.
To demonstrate this, an additional series of Moment-Curvature analyses is conducted using
longitudinal reinforcement and confined core concrete yielding as the possible first yield
limit states, disregarding the unconfined cover concrete yielding limit state. The MomentCurvature analyses using these limit states show both the steel confined and FRP confined
cross sections have very similar Section Curvature Ductility values (Figure 4.1 (d)).
The comparison shows that the FRP confined section has a greater Section Overstrength Factor than the steel confined cross section over the entire range of Axial Load
Ratios studied (Figure 4.1 (e)). Therefore, the FRP confined cross section has greater
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flexural strength and because both sections have similar Section Curvature Ductilities the
FRP confinement produces greater member ductility. This is attributed to the linear elastic
behavior of FRP confinement up to failure, yielding of the steel confinement prior to failure,
and cover concrete spalling of the steel confined cross section. The Section Overstrength
Factors for both cross sections decreases as the Axial Load Ratio increases; however, the
FRP confined cross section decreases at a slower rate. In addition, it should be noted that
at an Axial Load Ratio of 0.28 and greater, the steel confined cross section has a Section
Overstrength Factor less than one. Section Overstrength Ratios less than one result in a
drastic loss of member ductility.
This comparative study demonstrates that the steel confined and FRP confined
cross sections both have initial stiffnesses that are primarily dependent on the concrete
compressive strength. Then, as the curvatures imposed on the cross sections increase, the
cross sections have similar stiffness transitions zones. However, the two cross sections have
different secondary cross section stiffnesses due to the different properties of the steel and
FRP confinement. The different confinement material properties give the FRP confined
section advantages and disadvantages to the steel confined section. The FRP confined cross
section has the advantage that its flexural strength and ductility increase up to failure and
that the entire cross section is effectively confined where the steel confined cross section has
a decrease in flexural strength and its cover concrete spalls. However, because of this FRP
confined cross sections have a disadvantage to steel confined cross sections. Since there is
no spalling of cover concrete and/or yield plateau, FRP confined sections provide little or
no warning of approaching failure.
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This study also shows that, as expected, increasing the Axial Load Ratio cause
both the steel confined and FRP confined cross sections to lose rotational capacity, ductility,
and flexural strength. It is also demonstrated that FRP confinement can be as effective
as steel confinement to achieve good member displacement capacity. It is shown that the
Section Curvature Ductility of the steel confined section is greater than the FRP confined
section; however, this is due to the steel confined section’s cover concrete yielding early.
Further analysis shows that both cross sections have very similar Section Curvature Ductility values when yielding of the unconfined cover concrete is not considered for the first
material yielding limit state. It is shown that the FRP confined cross section has greater
Section Overstrength Factors than the steel confined cross section. This means that the
structure using FRP confinement has greater member ductility and flexural strength than
the Structure using steel confinement. Thus, it can be concluded that FRP composites do
have the ability to confine concrete as effectively, if not better than steel.

4.3

Parameter Study
The parameter studies are used to identify trends between design variables and

member displacement capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength. This
is done to improve seismic design of FRP confined plastic hinges and surrounding capacity
protected elastic components. The design variables studied include the 28-day unconfined
concrete strength (fc′ ), longitudinal reinforcing ratio ( AAstg ), cross section diameter (D), confinement jacket thickness-cross section diameter ratio ( nt
D ), and the FRP confinement system
(System) of the cross section.
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The cross section configurations used in each study can be found in Table 4.2
and the rationale for choosing the parameter quantities follows. The fc′ parameter study
analyzes unconfined concrete compressive strengths between 3.00 and 6.00 ksi. ACI 31805 Chapter 21 Section 21.2.4.1 limits fc′ to be no less than 3.00 ksi for seismic design [1].
Concrete with compressive strengths greater than 6.00 ksi are considered high-strength and
are beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, the fc′ parameter is broken up into seven
cases starting with 3.00 ksi and increasing in increments of 0.50 ksi up to 6.00 ksi.
The

Ast
Ag

parameter, where Ast and Ag are the areas of the longitudinal reinforce-

ment and cross section, respectively, is required by ACI 318-05 Chapter 10 Section 10.9.1
to be between 1% and 8%. However, for seimic design, ACI 318-05 Chapter 21 Section
21.4.3.1 reduces the upper limit to 6% [1]. Additionally, it is recommended in Seismic
Design and Retrofit of Bridges that for seismic design of circular columns,

Ast
Ag

should be

between 0.5% and 4% with practical designs having limits of 1% and 3% [24]. The lower
limit is set to control time-dependent deformations and to ensure the column’s flexural
strength is greater than its cracking strength [1] [24]. The upper longitudinal reinforcement
limit is set to avoid reinforcement congestion, decrease sensitivity to P − ∆ effects, reduce
large amounts of transverse reinforcement required to restrain longintudinal reinforcement
from buckling, and prevent large joint shear stresses [1] [24]. This study uses

Ast
Ag

limits of

0.5% and 6%. These limits are used so the widest range of recommended values for seismic
design are reviewed.
The D parameter study analyzes seven cross sections varying in diameter from
12 to 60 inches. The diameters are chosen to be common sizes found throughout many
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structures.
The

nt
D

parameter study involves seven different cross section configurations of

various diameters and confinement quantities. Cross section diameters of 24 to 60 inches
and FRP confinement layers in quantities of four to 18 are used to produce a range of
nt
D

ratios from 0.0067 to 0.0167. Four different cross section diameter sizes are used to

determine if the effect of the

nt
D

ratio parameter is consistent for various cross section sizes

or if this parameter needs to be modified to account for size effects. Most FRP research
focuses on data sets of cross sections having between one and 14 FRP confinement layers.
However, it has been found that cross sections with only a few FRP layers fail in shear,
and are therefore undesirable [32]. This study focuses on ductile behavior of cross sections,
limiting the minimum number of FRP confinement layers to three.
The System parameter study involves five different FRP systems from two different
manufacturers. The five FRP systems are selected to provide a wide range of FRP materials
(Carbon, Glass, and Aramid), strengths, and ultimate strains. A list of the FRP systems
used as well as their properties can be found in Table 4.3.

4.3.1

Unconfined Concrete Compressive Strength Parameter Study
The fc′ parameter study results (Table 4.4) show that increasing concrete compres-

sive strength only slightly influences φu (Figure A.1 (a)) and φp (Figure A.1 (c)). Thus, the
concrete compressive strength does not have a significant influence on cross section rotational capacity and therefore does not change the member displacement capacity. Though
the displacement capacity is not significantly influenced, the member ductility is reduced
by increasing fc′ . The fc′ parameter only slightly influences µφ (Figure A.1 (d)), which like
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TABLE 4.2: Parameter Study Cross Section Configurations
Parameter

f ’c
(ksi)

Long.
Rein.

Ast /Ag
(%)

D
(in.)

n (FRP
Layers)

nt/D

f’c
f’c
f’c
f’c
f’c
f’c
f’c
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
Ast /Ag
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
nt/D
nt/D
nt/D
nt/D
nt/D
nt/D
nt/D
System
System
System
System
System

3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(9#9)
(11)#10
(14)#10
(10)#14
(12)#14
(14)#14
(9)#18
(6)#4
(6)#6
(8)#7
(12)#7
(10)#9
(14)#10
(14)#14
(8)#7
(14)#10
(8)#7
(14)#14
(8)#7
(10)#9
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7
(8)#7

1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.99
3.09
3.93
4.97
5.97
6.96
7.96
1.06
1.04
1.06
1.02
0.98
0.98
1.11
1.06
0.98
1.06
1.11
1.06
0.98
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06

24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
12.00
18.00
24.00
30.00
36.00
48.00
60.00
24.00
48.00
24.00
60.00
24.00
36.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
6
8
9
12
15
4
10
6
18
8
14
10
6
5
5
6
6

0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0067
0.0100
0.0111
0.0100
0.0107
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0067
0.0083
0.0100
0.0120
0.0133
0.0156
0.0167
0.0100
0.0104
0.0104
0.0100
0.0100
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System
(FRP
Material)
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Carbon 108
Aramid
S-Glass
E-Glass
Carbon 97

TABLE 4.3: FRP Confinement System Properties
System
(FRP
Material)
Carbon 108
Aramid
S-Glass
E-Glass
Carbon 97

FRP
Product
Name
Tyfo R SCH-41S
Tyfo R SCH-41
Tyfo R SEH-51A
SikaWrap R 1006
SikaWrap R 103C

FRP Layer
Thickness t (in.)
0.040
0.050
0.050
0.040
0.040

Ult. Fiber
Stress ff u (ksi)
107.95
80.80
66.70
74.60
97.00

Ult. Fiber
Strain ef u (in./in.)
0.012
0.017
0.022
0.020
0.010

TABLE 4.4: Effects of Increasing the f ′ c Parameter
Section
Property
φy

Effect

Influence

Special Notes

Increases
Linearly
Increases
Linearly
Increases
Linearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Varies

Very Small

Varies

Very Small
Large

Normalized
Mu
φp

Increases
Linearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Varies

µφ

Varies

Very Small

Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Increases for Pr < 0.2 and Decreases for
Pr ≥ 0.2
Increases Linearly for Pr < 0.2 and Decreases Linearly for Pr ≥ 0.2
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Increases for Pr < 0.2 and Decreases for
Pr ≥ 0.2
Increases for Pr < 0.2 and Decreases for
Pr ≥ 0.2

Ωo
Mm

Decreases
Increases
Linearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly

Small
Large

Normalized
φy
My
Normalized
My
φu
Normalized
φu
Mu

Normalized
Mm

Very Small
Large
Large
Very Small

Large
Very Small

Large
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φp , increases with Axial Load Ratios less than 0.2, and decreases with Axial Load Ratios
greater than 0.2. However, Ωo (Figure A.1 (e))has small but significant decreases as the
concrete strength increases. Thus, increasing fc′ decreases the member ductility.
Increasing fc′ linearly increases cross section moment capacity and therefore increases the member flexural strength and maximum feasible member flexural overstrength
(Figures A.1 (a), (e), and (f)). Though the flexural strength increases, the normalized
flexural strength decreases (Figure A.1 (b)) meaning the cross section is less efficient with
high concrete compressive strengths. This occurs because only the compressive strength of
concrete increases, not the confinement of the cross section. Since there is no increase in
confinement, the added strength of the cross section is attributed solely to the increase in
fc′ . This agrees well with the relationship founded by Considére [10] and shown in Equation 2.1 which demonstrates that the enhanced strength of confined concrete is a function
of both the unconfined concrete strength and the available confinement pressure. In this
case, the available confinement pressure remains constant. Thus, the enhanced confined
concrete strength is solely a function of the increasing unconfined concrete strength. To
increase the normalized flexural strength and therefore the efficiency of the cross sections,
additional confinement should be added with increasing unconfined concrete strengths.

4.3.2

Longitudinal Reinforcing Ratio Parameter Study
The results from the

Ast
Ag

parameter study (Table 4.5) show that increasing the

amount of longitudinal reinforcing steel decreases the rotational capacity of a cross section
and therefore decreases the displacement capacity of a member. This occurs because as a
cross section becomes over-reinforced the depth of the neutral axial increases causing first
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TABLE 4.5: Effects of Increasing the
Section
Property
φy
Normalized
φy
My
Normalized
My
φu
Normalized
φu
Mu
Normalized
Mu
φp
µφ
Ωo
Mm
Normalized
Mm

Effect

Influence

Decreases
Nonlinearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Linearly
Increases
Linearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Linearly
Increases
Linearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Linearly
Increases
Linearly

Very Small

Ast
Ag

Parameter

Special Notes

Very Small
Large
Large
Large
Large

Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge
Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge

Large
Large
Large
Large
Very Small

Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge
Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge
Cross Section w/ AAstg = 0.6% (smallest)
has much lower value than the rest

Large
Large
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failure of the extreme concrete compression fiber to occur at smaller curvatures. Thus,
φu and φp are reduced and in turn the member displacement capacity is also reduced
(Figures A.2 (a) and (c)).
Similarly, member ductility is also decreased. Increasing

Ast
Ag

decreases µφ (Fig-

ure A.2 (d)) which decreases member ductility. Also, other than at very low amounts of
longitudinal reinforcement (0.5%) increasing

Ast
Ag

does not significantly increase Ωo (Fig-

ure A.2 (e)). Thus, their accumulative effect is decreasing member ductility.
Additionally, as expected, increasing axial loads decrease the member displacement
capacity and ductility; however, increasing axial loads also reduces the influence of the

Ast
Ag

parameter on theses properties. Increasing the axial load on a cross section increases the
depth of the neutral axis which increases the concrete compression zone area while decreasing the amount of tensile strain and therefore stress in the longitudinal reinforcement. This
reduces the influence of the longitudinal reinforcement, resulting in converging rotational
capacities and ductility.
Increasing

Ast
Ag

increases both Mu and Mm as well as their normalized values (Fig-

ures A.2 (a), (b), and (f)). Therefore, increasing the amount of longitudinal reinforcement
increases member flexural strength, the maximum feasible member overstrength, and the
member efficiency. Thus, in seismic design, the amount of longitudinal reinforcement used
should be selected to balance member flexural strength and efficiency with the necessary
member displacement capacity and ductility. If displacement and ductility control design,
a cross section with an Axial Load Ratio of 0.2 or less and a low

Ast
Ag

between 1% and 3%

should be used. If flexural strength and efficiency control design, Axial Load Ratios between
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TABLE 4.6: Effects of Increasing the D Parameter
Section
Property
φy
Normalized
φy
My
Normalized
My
φu
Normalized
φu
Mu
Normalized
Mu
φp
µφ
Ωo
Mm
Normalized
Mm

Effect

Influence

Special Notes

Decreases
Nonlinearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Converges

Large

Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge

Decreases
Nonlinearly
Converges

Very Large

Increases
Nonlinearly
Converges

Very Large

Decreases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Converges

Large

0.2 and 0.4 with a

4.3.3

Ast
Ag

Large
Very Large
Very Small

Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge

Very Small
Influence increases with axial load, values
diverge

Very Small

Small
Small

Influence decreases as axial load increases,
values converge
Values converge for column diameters
greater than 24 inches
Values converge for column diameters
greater than 24 inches

Very Large
Very Small

between 4% and 6% should be used.

Varying Cross Section Diameter Parameter Study
The D parameter study results (Table 4.6) show that increasing cross section

diameter greatly decreases φu and φp (Figures A.3 (a) and (c)). Thus, the cross section
rotational capacity and, in turn, the member displacement capacity are also greatly reduced.
Increasing the diameter increases the distance between the neutral axis and critical material
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fibers, increasing their strains at lower curvatures and thus causing earlier first material
failure. This means that for seismic resistance the diameter of FRP confined cross sections
should be controlled by the inelastic displacement requirements of the member and/or
structure with flexural strength being important but of secondary concern.
Dissimilar to member displacement, the diameter only has a significant impact on
member ductility for small cross sections. µφ and Ωo show significant increases as diameters
increase up to 24 inches (Figures A.3 (d) and (e)). However, cross sections with diameters
greater than 24 inches show no significant increase in µφ or Ωo , and therefore, member
ductility is not significantly increased.
As expected, it is shown that the cross section diameter has a very large influence on flexural strength and the maximum feasible flexural overstrength (Figure A.3 (a)).
Increasing the diameter greatly increases the cross section compression zone area as well
as the cross section moment-arm length. These two factors compound to greatly increase
member flexural strength and maximum feasible member overstrength.
Though increasing the diameter greatly increases flexure strength, it does not necessarily increase efficiency. This parameter study shows that there is only a slight increase in
the Normalized Mu and the Normalized Mm (Figures A.3 (b) and (f)). This demonstrates
that while the diameter of a cross section has a large influence on flexural strength it does
not have a significant influence on its efficiency.
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TABLE 4.7: Effects of Increasing the
Section
Property
φy
Normalized
φy
My

Effect

Influence

Decreases
Decreases

Small
Very Small

Increases

Very Large

Normalized
My
φu

Increases

Very Small

Decreases

Very Large

Normalized
φu
Mu

Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly

Small

Normalized
Mu
φp

Increases
Nonlinearly
Decreases
Nonlinearly

Small

µφ

Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly
Increases
Nonlinearly

Small

Increases
Nonlinearly

Small

Ωo
Mm

Normalized
Mm

Very Large

Large

nt
D

Parameter

Special Notes

Section diameter has very large influence,
small increases found with constant diameter

Section diameter has very large influence,
large increases found with constant diameter

Section diameter has very large influence,
small increases found with constant diameter

Section diameter has very large influence,
large nonlinear increases found with constant diameter

Small
Very Large

Section diameter has very large influence,
small nonlinear increases found with constant diameter
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4.3.4

FRP confinement Jacket Thickness-Cross Section Diameter Ratio
Parameter Study
The

nt
D

parameter study shows (Table 4.7) that increasing the

nt
D

ratio increases

rotational capacity of the cross section, thus, increasing the member displacement capacity.
This relationship is not linear, since as the

nt
D

ratio increases it has less influence on φu and

φp (Figures A.4 (a) and (c)). In addition, it is shown that the

nt
D

ratio has less influence on

rotational capacity as cross section diameter increases. Therefore, the cross section diameter
has greater influence on the member displacement capacity than the

nt
D

ratio. Thus, the

cross section diameter is of primary concern for inelastic displacement capacity. The

nt
D

ratio may therefore be controlled by ductility and/or flexural strength requirements.
As expected, increasing the

nt
D

ratio increases µφ and Ωo (Figures A.4 (d) and

(e)) and therefore, it also increases member ductility. Additionally, it is shown that as
the

nt
D

increases it has less influence on the member ductility, therefore having a nonlinear

relationship. Thus, there is a limit to the

nt
D

ratio after which any additional confinement

jacket thickness will not increase ductility.
The Mu (Figure A.4 (a)) and therefore the flexural strength is increased by increasing the

nt
D

ratio. Like displacement capacity and ductility, this relationship is nonlinear,

influence decreases at larger

nt
D

ratios. Similarly, the maximum feasible flexural overstrength

is also nonlinearly increased with the

nt
D

ratio. It is also shown that both the Normalized

Mu and the Normalized Mm values increase with the
Therefore, increasing the

nt
D

nt
D

ratio (Figures A.4 (b) and (f)).

ratio also increases cross section efficiency.
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TABLE 4.8: FRP System Property (ff u or ef u ) with Greatest Influence on Cross Section
Properties
Section
FRP
Influence
Special Notes
Property
Property
φy
ef u
Very Small
Normalized ef u
Very Small
φy
My
ff u
Very Small
Normalized ff u
Very Small
My
φu
ef u
Large
Normalized ef u
Large
φu
Mu
ff u
Small
Carbon 97 does not fit this trend due to
its low ef u
Normalized ff u
Small
Carbon 97 does not fit this trend due to
Mu
its low ef u
φp
ef u
Large
µφ
ef u
Large
Ωo
ff u
Small
Carbon 97 does not fit this trend due to
its low ef u
Mm
ff u
Large
Normalized ff y
Large
Mm

4.3.5

Varying FRP System Parameter Study
It is shown in the System parameter study (Table 4.8) that the cross sections con-

fined by FRP systems with large ef u strains (S-Glass, E-Glass, and Aramid) have the largest
φu and φp and therefore the largest member displacement capacities (Figures A.5 (a) and
(c)). The S-Glass, E-Glass, and Aramid confined cross sections have the largest displacement capacities, even though the two cross section confined by carbon have much greater
ff u stresses. Therefore, the most critical FRP system property for member displacement is
its ef u .
The cross sections confined by the Glass and Aramid FRP materials with greater
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rupture strains have the largest µφ values (Figure A.4 (d)). Unlike µφ , Ωo (Figure A.5 (e))
is most heavily influenced by the System strength, ff u . Therefore the cross section confined
by Carbon 108 with high tensile strength has the largest Ωo . However, the cross section
confined by Carbon 97 has the lowest Ωo even though it is stronger then the Glass and
Aramid confinement systems. This is because Carbon 97 has the smallest rupture strain
and unlike Carbon 108, it does not have enough tensile strength to resist large moments.
Thus, to maximize member ductility for seismic design FRP cross section confinement
systems should be selected to balance high strength and flexibility.
It is shown that at seismic design axial load levels, the flexural strength is influenced by a combination of FRP ff u and ef u . However, as axial load increases, the influence
of the FRP system ff u becomes far more important than the ef u (Figure A.5 (f)). Thus, ff u
is the most critical FRP system property when considering the maximum feasible member
flexural overstrength. This is an important factor to consider during the seismic design of
frame column members where axial loads can significantly vary during seismic activity.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion
This study investigates the use of FRP confinement for reinforced concrete circular
cross sections as a supplement or an alternate to typical steel confinement. The purpose is
to increase the seismic performance of existing structures and ensure adequate seismic performance of new structures through the context of seismic design recommendations for FRP
confined reinforced concrete. To achieve this, FRP confinement is compared to traditional
steel confinement, determining whether FRP materials can confine concrete as effectively
as steel. Additionally, the effect typical design variables have on member displacement
capacity, ductility, flexural strength, and flexural overstrength are analyzed.
Based on the comparative study findings, it can be concluded that FRP composites can confine reinforced concrete circular cross sections as effectively as steel. Moreover,
FRP confined cross sections can even display greater flexural strength and ductility than
steel confined cross sections at equal inelastic displacements. Based on results, FRP materials can be a good supplement or even alternative to steel confinement for improving
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seismic performance of existing structures and ensuring adequate seismic performance of
new structures.
A parameter study demonstrates that the cross section diameter is of primary
concern to ensure inelastic displacement requirements are met. Next, the section ductility
and flexural strength can be determined and adjusted as required. Results indicate that
in order to maximize ductility and flexural strength, FRP confined circular cross sections
should have the following characteristics: low to moderate fc′ between 3.00 and 4.50 ksi,
low to moderate
large

nt
D

Ast
Ag

between 1% and 3%, cross section diameter not less than 24 inches,

ratio, small Axial Load Ratio between 0.1 and 0.3, and be confined by an FRP

material with a large rupture strain. Plastic hinges rehabilitated or designed with these
properties will maintain strength and have minimal damage during inealstic deformation
cycles induced by code intensity seismic events, thus, increasing the seismic performance of
both retrofitted existing and new structures. As compared with steel and properly adjusted
within the most critical parameter limits, FRP confined circular cross sections meet and
often surpass seismic design criteria of our most current codes. This alternate material as a
supplement or on its own provides necessary performance to serve as a feasible and maybe
even recommended option for structural applications.
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APPENDIX A

Parameter Study Figures
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FIGURE A.1: fc′ Parameter Study for FRP Confined Concrete
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FIGURE A.2:

Ast
Ag

Parameter Study for FRP Confined Concrete
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FIGURE A.3: D Parameter Study for FRP Confined Concrete
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FIGURE A.4:

nt
D

Parameter Study for FRP Confined Concrete
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FIGURE A.5: System Parameter Study for FRP Confined Concrete
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APPENDIX B

MC and PM Interaction Software
B.1

Driver Script for MC and PM Interaction Analyses
The following script calls the variable input scripts and the necessary functions.

%initialize test
clear
clc
close all
disp(’Varying Diameter with t/D ratio Comparison’)
%Set number of iterations for parameter study
iterations = 10;
%Run iterations
for i = 1:iterations
count = i;
%Load Cross-section Parameters and calculate constants
disp(’Reading Data...’)
[load, count] = enterAxialLoad(count);
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[frp, count] = enterFRP(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
[rebarDetail, count] = enterRebarDetail(count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
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[grossSectionArea, count] = getSectionArea(count);
[longRebarArea, count] = getLongRebarArea(count);
[rhog, count] = getLongReinRatio(grossSectionArea, longRebarArea,...
count);
grossSectionArea
NumberOfBars = rebarDetail(2)
SizeOfBars = rebarDetail(1)
longRebarArea
rhog = rhog*100
fc = concrete.fc;
Anet = grossSectionArea - longRebarArea;
fy = steel.fy;
Ast = longRebarArea;
maxCodeLoad = 0.8*(0.85*fc*Anet + fy*Ast)
frp.layers
dimension.radius
load.P
frp
%Material Stress-Strain Plots
disp(’Plotting Stress Strain Diagrams for materials...’)
ssPlot(count)
%Concrete MODEL Stress-Strain Plots
disp(’Plotting Stress Strain Diagrams for Concrete Models...’)
modelPlots(count)
%Calculate Max Compression and Min Tensile Strains
disp(’Calculating Ultimate Strains for a balanced loading...’)
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
%Calculate Max Axial Load Possible for this cross section
disp(’Calculating Max Possible Axial Load for Cross Section...’)
Curvature = 0;
CentroidStrain = limitStrains.ecc;
[ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain, Curvature, count);
MaxLoad = ReactionForce;
loadCheck(load, MaxLoad, count);
%Complie Moment Curvature pairs for given load
disp(’Compiling Moment Curvature Pairs for given load...’)
[momentCurvature, count] = getMomentCurvature(count);
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%Plot section at failure
disp(’Plotting Section at failure...’)
sectionPlot(momentCurvature, count);
%Plot Moment Curvature Diagram
disp(’Plotting Moment Curvature Diagram...’)
[UltimateCurvature, count] = getUltimateCurvature(count);
MCPlot(momentCurvature, UltimateCurvature, count);
%Plot Surface of Secion Strain at failure
disp(’Plotting Section Strain at Failure...’)
strainPlot(momentCurvature, count);
%Plot Surface Stresses at Failure
disp(’Plotting Section Stress at failure...’)
surfacePlot(momentCurvature, count);
%Interaction Diagrams for parameters
InteractionDiagrams(count, MaxLoad);
pause
end

B.2

Axial Load Input Script
This script is where the applied axial load(s) for the MC and PM Interaction

Analyses are entered.
%Enter the axial load on the section
function [load, count] = enterAxialLoad(count);
%Enter the axial load on the section
%
load.P = 1448;
if count == 1
load.P = 362; %(kips)
elseif count == 2
load.P = 1448;
elseif count == 3
load.P = 3221;
elseif count == 4
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load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
elseif count
load.P =
end

B.3

5727;
== 5
9117;
== 6
362; %(kips)
== 7
1448;
== 8
3221;
== 9
5727;
== 10
9117;

Unconfined Concrete Material Properties Input Script
This script is where the unconfined concrete material properties for the MC and

PM Interaction Analyses are entered.
%Enter the Concrete Parameters
function [concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count)
%Enter the 28-day concrete compressive strength
concrete.fc = 4.0;
%Enter the Tensile strength of the concrete
%%%%%%%Enter a POSITIVE value%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
concrete.ft = 0.0; %(ksi) Default
%Enter Unconfined concrete crushing strain
concrete.ecu = 0.004; %ACI and lower bound is 0.003
%Enter Concrete spalling strain
concrete.esp = 0.006; %Defaut
%Enter Concrete post crushing strength
concrete.fcp = 0.0; %(fsi) Default
%Calculate the Concrete Elastic Modulus per ACI
concrete.Ec = 57*sqrt(1000*concrete.fc); %(ksi)
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%Calculate the strain at the concrete tensile strength
concrete.et = -concrete.ft/concrete.Ec;

B.4

Cross Section Diameter Input Script
This script is where the cross section diameter(s) for the MC and PM Interaction

Analyses are entered.
%Input The Section Dimensions
function [dimension, count] = enterDimension(count)
%Enter the Crossesection type
%1 = Round
%2 = Rectangular
dimension.type = 1;
if dimension.type == 2
%For rectangular sections enter a corner radius (in)
%Corner Radius must be greater than 0.5 inches...
for FRP wraps
dimension.CornerRadius = 2;
%For rectangular sections enter the dimensions
%Enter the section width (in)
dimension.width = 20;
%Enter the section height (in)
dimension.height = 20;
if dimension.CornerRadius > dimension.width/2
error(’The Corner Radius can not be...
bigger than the width of the section’)
end
if dimension.CornerRadius > dimension.height/2
error(’The Corner Radius can not be bigger...
then the height of the section’)
end
else
%For round sections enter the radius (in)
%
dimension.radius = 12;
if count == 1
dimension.radius = 6;
elseif count == 2
dimension.radius = 12;
elseif count == 3
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dimension.radius
elseif count == 4
dimension.radius
elseif count == 5
dimension.radius
elseif count == 6
dimension.radius
elseif count == 7
dimension.radius
elseif count == 8
dimension.radius
elseif count == 9
dimension.radius
elseif count == 10
dimension.radius
end

= 18;
= 24;
= 30;
= 6;
= 12;
= 18;
= 24;
= 30;

end

B.5

FRP System Parameters Input Script
This script is where the FRP system parameters for the MC and PM Interaction

Analyses are entered.
%Enter the FRP system parameters
function [frp, count] = enterFRP(count)
%Enter the FRP manufacturer info
frp.product = ’Tyfo_SCH-41S’;
%Enter the FRP material (Carbon, Glass, Aramid)
frp.material = ’Carbon’;

%

%Enter the number of FRP layers
frp.layers = 4;
if count == 1
frp.layers = 2;
elseif count == 2
frp.layers = 4;
elseif count == 3
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frp.layers = 6;
elseif count == 4
frp.layers = 8;
elseif count == 5
frp.layers = 10;
elseif count == 6
frp.layers = 4;
elseif count == 7
frp.layers = 4;
elseif count == 8
frp.layers = 4;
elseif count == 9
frp.layers = 4;
elseif count == 10
frp.layers = 4;
end
%Enter the layer thickness
frp.thickness = 0.04; %(in)
%Enter the fracture stress
frp.ff = 107.95; %(ksi)
frp.ff = frp.ff/2; %effective failure stress
%Enter the fracture strain
frp.ef = 0.012; %(in/in)
frp.ef = frp.ef/2; %effective ultimate strain
%Calculate or enter the elastic modulus
frp.Ef = frp.ff/frp.ef; %(ksi)
%frp.EF = 8900; %(ksi)

B.6

Material Model Selection Script
This script is where the material models for the MC and PM Interaction Analyses

are selected.
%Select the material models used
function [model, count] = enterModel(count);
format short
%FRP Confined Concrete Models
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%0 = Model not Used
%1.1 = ACI
%1.2 = Samaan
model.frp = 1.2;
if model.frp == 1.1
model.frpName =
elseif model.frp ==
model.frpName =
elseif model.frp ==
model.frpName =
end

’ACI440’;
1.2
’Samaan’;
0
’Not Used’;

%Steel Confined Concrete Models
%0 = Model Not Used
%2.1 = Mander
model.SteelConfinedConcrete = 0;
if model.SteelConfinedConcrete == 2.1
model.SteelConfinedConcreteName = ’Mander Confined’;
elseif model.SteelConfinedConcrete == 0
model.SteelConfinedConcreteName = ’Not Used’;
end
%Unconfined Concrete Models
%0 = Model not used
%4.1 = Mander
model.UnconfinedConcrete = 0;
if model.UnconfinedConcrete == 4.1
model.UnconfinedConcreteName = ’Mander Unconfined’;
elseif model.UnconfinedConcrete == 0
model.UnconfinedConcreteName = ’Not Used’;
end
%Steel Models
%0 = Model Not used
%3.1 = Priestley
model.steel = 3.1;
if model.steel == 3.1
model.steelName = ’Priestley’;
elseif model.steel == 0
model.steelName = ’Not Used’;
end
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B.7

Longitudinal Rebar Input Script
This script is where the longitudinal reinforcement detail(s) for the MC and PM

Interaction Analyses are entered.
%Enter the longitudinal rebar array
function [rebarDetail, count] = enterRebarDetail(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
%Longitudinal Reinforcement
if dimension.type == 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Round Sections
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%For round sections rebarDetail(i,1) = bar size
%For round sections rebarDetail(i,2) = number of
%bars around
%perimeter
%Add more rows for different bar sizes equally
%space and
%alternating
%
rebarDetail = [7 8];
if count == 1
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
elseif count ==
rebarDetail
end

= [4 6];
2
= [7 8] ;
3
= [9 10];
4
= [10 14];
5
= [14 14];
6
= [4 6];
7
= [7 8] ;
8
= [9 10];
9
= [10 14];
10
= [14 14];
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Only circular columns are being studied
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
elseif dimension.type == 2
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
Rectangular Sections
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%Number of rows in array equal number of reinforcing rows
%
%Number of columns in array equal number of bars in row
%
%A value of zero (0) means no rebar is present at that
%location
%
%A zero (0) value is used as a place holder to keep the
% array symetric
%
%Values in array represent the rebar size at its...
cooresponding location
%
rebarDetail = [8 8 8 8 8
%
8 0 0 0 8
%
8 0 0 0 8
%
8 0 0 0 8
%
8 8 8 8 8];
else
error(’Section type has not been inputed correctly. See...
"enterDimension"’)
end

B.8

Reinforcing Steel Material Properties Input Script
This script is where the reinforcing steel material properties for the MC and PM

Interaction Analyses are entered.
%Enter the reinforcing steel parameters
function [steel, count] = enterSteel(count)
%Select a steel
%1 = A615 Grade
%2 = A615 Grade
%3 = A615 Grade
%4 = A706
selected = 2;

Standard and Grade
40
60
70
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%Steel Properties Per Grade and Standard
if selected == 1 %A615 Grade 40 Properties
%Yield Stress
steel.fy = 40.0; %(ksi)
%Fracture Stress
steel.fu = 70.0; %(ksi)
%Strain at Strain Hardening
steel.esh = 0.015; %(in/in)
%Failure Strain
steel.eu = 0.12; %(in/in)
%Elastic Modulus
steel.E = 29000.0; %(ksi)
elseif selected == 2 %A615 Grade 60 Properties
%Yield Stress
steel.fy = 60.0; %(ksi)
%Fracture Stress
steel.fu = 90; %(ksi)
%Strain at Strain Hardening
steel.esh = 0.008; %(in/in)
%Failure Strain
steel.eu = 0.09; %(in/in)
%Elastic Modulus
steel.E = 29000.0; %(ksi)
elseif selected == 3 %A615 Grade 70 Properties
%Yield Stress
steel.fy = 75.0; %(ksi)
%Fracture Stress
steel.fu = 100.0; %(ksi)
%Strain at Strain Hardening
steel.esh = 0.004; %(in/in)
%Failure Strain
steel.eu = 0.06; %(in/in)
%Elastic Modulus
steel.E = 29000.0; %(ksi)
elseif selected == 4 %A706 Properties
%Yield Stress
steel.fy = 70.0; %(ksi)
%Fracture Stress
steel.fu = 100.0; %(ksi)
%Strain at Strain Hardening
steel.esh = 0.005; %(in/in)
%Failure Strain
steel.eu = 0.12; %(in/in)
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%Elastic Modulus
steel.E = 29000.0; %(ksi)
else %Enter Custom Steel Properties
%Enter the Steel Yield Stress
steel.fy = 0; %(ksi)
if steel.fy == 0
error(’Steel yield stress must be entered’)
end
%Enter the fracture stress
steel.fu = 0; %(ksi)
if steel.fu == 0
error(’Steel fracture stress must be entered’)
end
%Enter the strain at strain hardening
steel.esh = 0; %(in/in)
if steel.esh == 0
error(’Steel strain at strain hardening...
must be entered’)
end
%Enter the fracture strain
steel.eu = 0; %(in/in)
if steel.eu == 0
error(’Steel fracture strain must be entered’)
end
%Enter the elastic modulus
steel.E = 0; %(ksi)
if steel.E == 0
error(’Steel elastic modulus must be entered’)
end
end
%Enter the cover concrete thickness
steel.cover = 1.5; %(in)

B.9

Transverse Reinforcement Detail Input Script
This script is where the transverse reinforcement detail for the MC and PM Inter-

action Analyses are entered.
%Enter the transverse rebar array
function [transverseRebarDetail,...
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count] = enterTransverseRebarDetail(count)
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
%Transverse Reinforcement
if dimension.type == 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Round Sections
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%transverseRebarDetail(i,1) = bar size
%transverseRebarDetail(i,2) = center to center...
spacing (in.)
transverseRebarDetail = [6,3];
% elseif dimension.type == 2
%
%Currently this program is not set up for...
rectangular columns
else
error(’Section type has not been inputted...
correctly. See "enterDimension"’)
end

B.10

Layer Centroid Strain for Moment-Curvature Analyses
This function calculates the centroid strains of cross section layers for the Moment-

Curvature Analyses.
%Find Centroid Strain using the bisection...
iteration method
function [ec, sectionFailed, count] =...
getCentroidStrain(Curvature,...
Point, ec, count);
[load, count] = enterAxialLoad(count);
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
%Get Section Properties
%[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps,...
BarLayerProps] = getSectionProperties;
%Set Max and Min centroid strains
ec_max = limitStrains.ecc;
ec_min = limitStrains.esu;
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%Guess at a centroid strain
%CentroidStrain = (ec_max + ec_min)/2;
CentroidStrain = ec;
[ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
dP = load.P - ReactionForce;
step = 1;
sectionFailed = 0;
tolerance = 0.1;
while abs(dP) > tolerance
if dP < 0
max = CentroidStrain;
if step == 1
min = ec_min;
end
if max > ec_max
error(’ec is increasing beyond...
ecc. getCentroidStrain’)
end
CentroidStrain = (max + min)/2;
else
if step == 1
max = ec_max;
end
min = CentroidStrain;
if min < ec_min
error(’ec is decreasing beyond...
esu. getCentroidStrain’)
end
CentroidStrain = (max + min)/2;
end
[ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
dP = load.P - ReactionForce;
if abs(dP) <= tolerance;
if sectionFailure == 1
sectionFailed = sectionFailure;
end
end
step = step + 1;
if step >= 20
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sectionFailed = sectionFailure;
if sectionFailed == 1
break
end
end
if step >= 50
format long
Curvature
CentroidStrain
error(’error getCentroidStrain is looping.’)
end
end
ec = CentroidStrain;

B.11

Layer Centrior Strain for PM Interaction Analyses
This function calculates the centroid strains of cross section layers for the PM

Interaction Analyses.
%Find Centroid Strain using the bisection...
iteration method
function [ec, sectionFailed,...
count] = getCentroidStrain2(Curvature,...
Point, ec, count, load);
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
%Get Section Properties
%[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps,...
BarLayerProps] = getSectionProperties;
%Set Max and Min centroid strains
ec_max = limitStrains.ecc;
ec_min = limitStrains.esu;
%Guess at a centroid strain
%CentroidStrain = (ec_max + ec_min)/2;
CentroidStrain = ec;
[ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
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dP = load - ReactionForce;
step = 1;
sectionFailed = 0;
tolerance = 0.1;
while abs(dP) > tolerance
if dP < 0
max = CentroidStrain;
if step == 1
min = ec_min;
end
if max > ec_max
error(’ec is increasing beyond...
ecc. getCentroidStrain’)
end
CentroidStrain = (max + min)/2;
else
if step == 1
max = ec_max;
end
min = CentroidStrain;
if min < ec_min
error(’ec is decreasing beyond...
esu. getCentroidStrain’)
end
CentroidStrain = (max + min)/2;
end
[ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
dP = load - ReactionForce;
if abs(dP) <= tolerance;
if sectionFailure == 1
sectionFailed = sectionFailure;
end
end
step = step + 1;
if step >= 20
sectionFailed = sectionFailure;
if sectionFailed == 1
break
end
end
if step >= 50
format long
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Curvature
CentroidStrain
error(’error getCentroidStrain is looping.’)
end
end
ec = CentroidStrain;

B.12

Confined Concrete Stress
This function calculates the stress in confined concrete for a given strain.

%Get Stress in concrete
function [stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
%Tensile Strength of concrete should...
be taken as zero in seismic design.
%However:
if strain < 0
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
stress = strain*57*sqrt(concrete.fc*1000);%ksi
ft = -1*concrete.ft;
if stress < ft
stress = 0;
stressFailure = 0;
end
else
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
%FRP confined Concrete Models
if model.frp == 1.1
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ACIModel(strain, count);
stressFailure = strainFailure;
elseif model.frp == 1.2
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = SamaanModel(strain, count);
stressFailure = strainFailure;
elseif model.frp == 0
if model.SteelConfinedConcrete == 0
error(’No Confinement model has been entered’)
elseif model.SteelConfinedConcrete == 2.1
[stress, strainFailure,...
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count] = ManderConfined(strain, count);
stressFailure = strainFailure;
else
error(’Confinement Model has not...
been entered correctly’)
end
end
end

B.13

Unconfined Concrete Stress
This function calculates the stress in unconfined concrete for a given strain.

%Get Stree is concrete
function [stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain, count);
%Tensile Strength of concrete should be taken as zero...
in seismic design.
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
%Unconfined Concrete Models
if model.UnconfinedConcrete == 4.1
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderUnconfined(strain, count);
stressFailure = strainFailure;
elseif model.UnconfinedConcrete == 0
error(’No Unconfined Concrete Model has...
been selected’)
else
error(’Unconfined Concrete model has...
not been properly selected’)
end

B.14

Ultimate Failure Strains
This function calculates the ultimate compressive and tensile stains the cross sec-

tion can withstand.
%Get Ultimate Compressive Strain and Ultimate...
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Tensile Strain
function [limitStrains, count] =...
getLimitStrains(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
%FRP confined Concrete Models
if model.frp == 1.1
[stress, strainFailure, count] =...
ACIModel(1, count);
limitStrains.ecc = stress;
elseif model.frp == 1.2
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = SamaanModel(1, count);
limitStrains.ecc = stress;
elseif model.SteelConfinedConcrete == 2.1
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderConfined(1, count);
limitStrains.ecc = stress;
else
error(’No confinement model has been entered’)
end
%Steel Material Models
if model.steel == 3.1
[stress, strainFailure, count] =...
PriestleyModel(1, count);
limitStrains.esu = -stress;
end

B.15

Longitudinal Reinforcing Steel Area
This function calculates the total section area of the longitudinal reinforcing steel

in the cross section.
%This function calculates the area...
of the longitudinal...
reinforcing steel in
%the section
function [longRebarArea, count] =...
getLongRebarArea(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[rebarDetail, count] = enterRebarDetail(count);
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D = size(rebarDetail);
longRebarArea = 0.0;
if dimension.type == 1
for i = 1:D(1)
[rebarProps,...
count] =...
RebarProperties(rebarDetail(i,1), count);
longRebarArea = longRebarArea +...
rebarProps.rebarArea*rebarDetail(i,2);
end
else
for i = 1:D(1)
for j = 1:D(2)
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(i,j), count);
longRebarArea = longRebarArea +...
rebarProps.rebarArea;
end
end
end

B.16

Longitudinal Reinforcing Steel Ratio
This function calculates the longitudinal reinforcing steel ratio of the cross section.

%This function calculates the...
longitudinal reinforcing...
ratio of the section
function [rhog, count] =...
getLongReinRatio(grossSectionArea,...
longRebarArea, count);
rhog = longRebarArea/grossSectionArea;

B.17

Maximum Moment
This function calculates the maximum moment the cross section can withstand.

function [maxMoment] = getMaxMoment(momentCurvature)
[A, B] = size(momentCurvature);
for i = 1:A
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moments(i) = momentCurvature(i,2);
end
maxMoment = max(moments);

B.18

Reaction Moment
This function calculates the reaction moment induced by an applied curvature on

the cross section.
%Calculate Reaction Moment
function [moment, count] =...
getMoment(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
moment = 0;
%Core Concrete Moment Summation
C = size(LayerProps);
for i = 1:C(1)
strain = CentroidStrain +...
Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
moment = moment + stress*LayerProps(i,13)*...
LayerProps(i,12)/12; %kip-ft
end
%Cover Concrete Moment Summation
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
UC = size(CoverLayerProps);
for i = 1:UC(1)
strain = CentroidStrain + Curvature*...
CoverLayerProps(i,12);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] =...
getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain, count);
moment = moment + stress*...
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CoverLayerProps(i,13)*CoverLayerProps(i,...
12)/12; %kip-ft
end
end
%Steel Reaction Force Summation
S = size(BarLayerProps);
for i = 1:S(1)
strain = CentroidStrain + Curvature*BarLayerProps(i,13);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
moment = moment + stress*BarLayerProps(i,14)*...
BarLayerProps(i,13)/12; %kip-ft
end

B.19

Moment-Curvature Analysis
This function conducts the Moment-Curvature Analysis.

%Run Moment Curvature Analysis
function [momentCurvature, count] =...
getMomentCurvature(count);
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
%Calculate the Ultimate Curvature at blalanced loading
[UltimateCurvature, count] =...
getUltimateCurvature(count);
%Compile Moment Curvature Pairs for loading
numPoints = 30;
stepSize = UltimateCurvature/numPoints;
Curvature = 0;
Point = 1;
Failed = 0;
ec = (limitStrains.ecc + limitStrains.esu)/2;
while Failed == 0
%Calculate the centroid strain for the given...
curvature and loading
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[ec, sectionFailed, count] =...
getCentroidStrain(Curvature,...
Point, ec, count);
%Calculate the moment for the given load...
and curvature
[moment, count] = getMoment(ec, Curvature, count);

%
end

%Record the moment andcurvature pair
%if sectionFailed == 0
momentCurvature(Point,1) = Curvature;
momentCurvature(Point,2) = moment;
momentCurvature(Point,3) = ec;
momentCurvature(Point,4) = sectionFailed;
Curvature = Curvature + stepSize;
%end
% Failed = sectionFailed;
Point = Point + 1;
Failed = sectionFailed;
if Point > numPoints +10;
error(’Looping. getMomentCurvature’)
end
momentCurvature

B.20

MC Calculations for PM Interaction Analysis
This function calculates limit state Moment-Curvature points for the PM Interac-

tion Analyses.
%Run Moment Curvature Analysis
function [momentCurvature,...
count] = getMomentCurvature2(count, load);
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
%Calculate the Ultimate Curvature at...
blalanced loading
[UltimateCurvature, count] =...
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getUltimateCurvature(count);
%Compile Moment Curvature Pairs for loading
numPoints = 30;
stepSize = UltimateCurvature/numPoints;
Curvature = 0;
Point = 1;
Failed = 0;
ec = (limitStrains.ecc + limitStrains.esu)/2;
while Failed == 0
%Calculate the centroid strain for the given...
curvature and loading
[ec, sectionFailed, count] =...
getCentroidStrain2(Curvature,...
Point, ec, count, load);
%Calculate the moment for the given load...
and curvature
[moment, count] = getMoment(ec, Curvature, count);

%
end

%Record the moment andcurvature pair
%if sectionFailed == 0
momentCurvature(Point,1) = Curvature;
momentCurvature(Point,2) = moment;
momentCurvature(Point,3) = ec;
momentCurvature(Point,4) = sectionFailed;
Curvature = Curvature + stepSize;
%end
% Failed = sectionFailed;
Point = Point + 1;
Failed = sectionFailed;
if Point > numPoints +10;
error(’Looping. getMomentCurvature’)
end
momentCurvature
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B.21

Reaction Force
This function calculates the reaction force in a cross section induced by an applied

curvature.
%Calculate Reactant Axial Force
function [ReactionForce, sectionFailure,...
count] = getReactionForce(CentroidStrain,...
Curvature, count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
ReactionForce = 0;
sectionFailure = 0;
%Concrete Core Reaction Force Summation
C = size(LayerProps);
for i = 1:C(1)
strain = CentroidStrain +...
Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain,...
count);
if stressFailure == 1
sectionFailure = stressFailure;
end
ReactionForce = ReactionForce +...
stress*LayerProps(i,13);
end

%
%
%

if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
UC = size(CoverLayerProps);
for i = 1:UC(1)
strain = CentroidStrain +...
Curvature*CoverLayerProps(i,12);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] =...
getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain, count);
if stressFailure == 1
sectionFailure = stressFailure;
end
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ReactionForce = ReactionForce +...
stress*CoverLayerProps(i,13);
end
end
%Steel Reaction Force Summation
S = size(BarLayerProps);
for i = 1:S(1)
strain = CentroidStrain +...
Curvature*BarLayerProps(i,13);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
if stressFailure == 1
sectionFailure = stressFailure;
end
ReactionForce = ReactionForce +...
stress*BarLayerProps(i,14);
end

B.22

Gross Section Area
This function calculates the gross area of the cross section.

%This function calculates the gross area of the section
function [grossSectionArea, count] =...
getSectionArea(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
format short
if dimension.type == 1
grossSectionArea = pi*(dimension.radius)^2;
else
grossSectionArea = dimension.width*...
dimension.height - pi*(dimension.CornerRadius)^2;
end

B.23

Cross Section Properties
This function maps and tags the cross section dimensions and material properties.

%Maps and plots the cross section
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function [LayerProps, CoverLayerProps,...
BarLayerProps, count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
[rebarDetail, count] = enterRebarDetail(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
NumberOfLayers = 40;
if dimension.type == 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Round Cross Sections
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Concrete
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Steel Confined
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
%Core Concrete
%GrossConcreteArea =...
0;%Used to test area calculation
[transverseRebarDetail,...
count] = enterTransverseRebarDetail(count);
[rebarProps,...
count] =...
RebarProperties(transverseRebarDetail(1), count);
transBarDia = rebarProps.rebarDia;
sR = dimension.radius; %Gross Section Radius
cR = sR - steel.cover + transBarDia/...
2; %Core Concrete Radius
LayerThickness = 2*cR/NumberOfLayers;
coverLayerCount = round((sR - cR)/LayerThickness);
coverLayerThickness = steel.cover/coverLayerCount;
for i = 1:NumberOfLayers
LayerProps(i,1) = i;%Layer Number
LayerProps(i,2) = -cR +...
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LayerThickness*(i - 1);%Bottom Right Y
%LayerProps(i,3) = cR*cos(asin(LayerProps(i,2)/...
%cR)); %Trapizoid approx has more error...
but is conservative
LayerProps(i,3) = cR*cos...
(asin((LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2)/cR));%Bottom Right X
LayerProps(i,4) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness;%Top Right Y
%LayerProps(i,5) = cR*cos(asin(LayerProps(i,4)/...
%cR));%Trapizoid approx has more error...
but is conservative
LayerProps(i,5) = LayerProps(i,3);%Top Right X
LayerProps(i,6) = LayerProps(i,4);%Top Left Y
LayerProps(i,7) = -LayerProps(i,5);%Top Left X
LayerProps(i,8) = LayerProps(i,2);%Bottom Left Y
LayerProps(i,9) = -LayerProps(i,...
3);%Bottom Left X
LayerProps(i,10) = LayerProps(i,...
2);%Bottom Right Y
LayerProps(i,11) = LayerProps(i,...
3);%Bottom Right X
LayerProps(i,12) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2;%Vertical Centerline
LayerProps(i,13) = (LayerProps(i,4) -...
LayerProps(i,2))*...
(LayerProps(i,3) - LayerProps(i,9));%Area
LayerProps(i,14) = LayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
LayerProps(i,13);%Used to test area calculation
end
%Cover Concrete
%Bottom
for i = 1:coverLayerCount
CoverLayerProps(i,1) = i;%Layer Number
CoverLayerProps(i,2) = -sR +...
coverLayerThickness*(i - 1);%Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i,3) = sR*cos(asin...
((CoverLayerProps(i,2) +...
coverLayerThickness/2)/sR)); %Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i,4) = CoverLayerProps(i,2) +...
coverLayerThickness;%Top Right Y
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if CoverLayerProps(i,4) > -cR
CoverLayerProps(i,4) = -cR;
end
CoverLayerProps(i,5) = CoverLayerProps(i,...
3);%Top Right X
CoverLayerProps(i,6) = CoverLayerProps(i,...
4);%Top Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i,7) = -CoverLayerProps(i,...
3);%Top Left X
CoverLayerProps(i,8) = CoverLayerProps(i,...
2);%Bottom Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i,9) = -CoverLayerProps(i,...
3);%Bottom Left X
CoverLayerProps(i,10) = CoverLayerProps(i,...
2);%Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i,11) = CoverLayerProps(i,...
3);%Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i,12) = CoverLayerProps(i,2) +...
coverLayerThickness/2;%Vertical Centerline
CoverLayerProps(i,13) = (CoverLayerProps(i,4) -...
CoverLayerProps(i,2))*(CoverLayerProps(i,3) -...
CoverLayerProps(i,7));%Area
CoverLayerProps(i,...
14) = coverLayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
CoverLayerProps(i,...
13);%Used to test area calculation
end
%right half
k = coverLayerCount;
for i = 1:NumberOfLayers
CoverLayerProps(i + k,1) = i + k; %Layer Number
CoverLayerProps(i + k,2) = LayerProps(i,...
2); %Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,3) = sR*...
cos(asin((LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2)/sR)); %Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) = LayerProps(i,...
4); %Top Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,5) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3); %Top Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,6) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,4); %Top Left Y
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CoverLayerProps(i + k,7) = LayerProps(i,...
5); %Top Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,8) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2); %Bottom Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,9) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,7); %Bottom Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,10) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2); %Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,11) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3); %Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,...
12) = CoverLayerProps(i + k,2) +...
LayerThickness/2; %Vertical Centerline
CoverLayerProps(i + k,13) = (CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3) - CoverLayerProps(i + k,7))*...
(CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) -...
CoverLayerProps(i + k,2)); %Area
CoverLayerProps(i + k,14) = LayerThickness; %Layer...
Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,13); %Used to test area calculation
end
%Top
k = k + NumberOfLayers;
for i = 1:coverLayerCount
CoverLayerProps(i + k,1) = i + k;%Layer Number
CoverLayerProps(i + k,2) = cR +...
coverLayerThickness*(i -...
1);%Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,3) = sR*...
cos(asin((CoverLayerProps(i + k,2) +...
coverLayerThickness/2)/sR));%Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2) + coverLayerThickness;%Top Right Y
if CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) > sR
CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) = sR;
end
CoverLayerProps(i + k,5) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3);%Top Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,6) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,4);%Top Left Y
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CoverLayerProps(i + k,7) = -CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3);%Top Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,8) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2);%Bottom Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,9) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,7);%Bottom Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,10) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2);%Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,11) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,3);%Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,12) = CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2) + coverLayerThickness/2;%Vertical Centerline
CoverLayerProps(i + k,13) = (CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,4) - CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,2))*(CoverLayerProps(i + k,3) -...
CoverLayerProps(i + k,7));%Area
CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,14) = coverLayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
CoverLayerProps(i +...
k,13);%Used to test area calculation
end
%left half
k = k + coverLayerCount;
for i = 1:NumberOfLayers
CoverLayerProps(i + k,1) = i + k;%Layer Number
CoverLayerProps(i + k,2) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,2);%Bottom Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,3) = -CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,9);%Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,4) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,4);%Top Right Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,5) = -CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,7);%Top Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,6) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,6);%Top Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,7) = -CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,5);%Top Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,8) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,8);%Bottom Left Y
CoverLayerProps(i + k,9) = -CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,11);%Bottom Left X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,10) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,10);%Bottom Right Y
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CoverLayerProps(i + k,11) = -CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,9);%Bottom Right X
CoverLayerProps(i + k,12) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,...
12);%Vertical Centerline
CoverLayerProps(i + k,13) = CoverLayerProps(1-i +...
coverLayerCount + NumberOfLayers,13);%Area
CoverLayerProps(i + k,...
14) = LayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
CoverLayerProps(i + k,...
13);%Used to test area calculation
%
%
%

end
CoverLayerProps
coverLayerCount
pause
else
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
FRP Confined
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CoverLayerProps = 0;
LayerThickness = 2*dimension.radius/NumberOfLayers;
%GrossConcreteArea = 0;%Used to test area calculation
for i = 1:NumberOfLayers
LayerProps(i,1) = i;%Layer Number
LayerProps(i,2) = -dimension.radius +...
LayerThickness*(i - 1);%Bottom Right Y
%LayerProps(i,3) = dimension.radius*...
cos(asin(LayerProps(i,2)/...
%dimension.radius)); %Trapizoid approx has...
more error but is conservative
LayerProps(i,3) = dimension.radius*cos...
(asin((LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2)/...
dimension.radius));%Bottom Right X
LayerProps(i,4) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness;%Top Right Y
%LayerProps(i,5) = dimension.radius*cos...
(asin(LayerProps(i,4)/...
%dimension.radius));%Trapizoid approx has more...
error but is conservative
LayerProps(i,5) = LayerProps(i,3);%Top Right X
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LayerProps(i,6) = LayerProps(i,4);%Top Left Y
LayerProps(i,7) = -LayerProps(i,5);%Top Left X
LayerProps(i,8) = LayerProps(i,2);%Bottom Left Y
LayerProps(i,9) = -LayerProps(i,3);%Bottom Left X
LayerProps(i,10) = LayerProps(i,2);%Bottom Right Y
LayerProps(i,11) = LayerProps(i,3);%Bottom Right X
LayerProps(i,12) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2;%Vertical Centerline
LayerProps(i,13) = (LayerProps(i,4) - LayerProps(i,2))*...
(LayerProps(i,3) - LayerProps(i,9));%Area
LayerProps(i,14) = LayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
LayerProps(i,13);%Used to test area calculation
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Rebar
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

[a,b] = size(rebarDetail);
perimeterBarCount = 0;
TotalRebarArea = 0;%Used only to test the areas
for i = 1:a
perimeterBarCount = perimeterBarCount + rebarDetail(i,2);
end
AngularSpacing = 2*pi/perimeterBarCount;
k = 0;
z = 0;
for i = 1:perimeterBarCount %First bar is at 0 degrees...
and is counted up ccw
k = i - a*z;
if k == a
z = z + 1;
end
[rebarProps,...
count] = Rebarproperties(rebarDetail(k,1), count);
rebarDias(i) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
barCentersX(i) = (dimension.radius -...
steel.cover - rebarDias(i)/2)*...
cos((i-1)*AngularSpacing);
barCentersY(i) = (dimension.radius -...
steel.cover - rebarDias(i)/2)*...
sin((i-1)*AngularSpacing);
m = round(NumberOfLayers/3);
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RebarLayerThickness = rebarDias(i)/m;
for j = 1:m
f = j + m*(i - 1);
BarLayerProps(f,1) = i;%bar number
BarLayerProps(f,2) = f;%layer number (includes...
all bars
BarLayerProps(f,3) = barCentersY(i) - rebarDias(i)/2 +...
RebarLayerThickness*(j - 1);%Bottom Right Y
BarLayerProps(f,4) = barCentersX(i) + rebarDias(i)/2*...
cos(asin((BarLayerProps(f,3) - barCentersY(i) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2)/...
(rebarDias(i)/2)));%Bottom Right X
BarLayerProps(f,5) = BarLayerProps(f,3) +...
RebarLayerThickness;%Top Right Y
BarLayerProps(f,6) = BarLayerProps(f,...
4);%Top Right X
BarLayerProps(f,7) = BarLayerProps(f,...
5);%Top Left Y
BarLayerProps(f,8) = barCentersX(i) -...
rebarDias(i)/2*...
cos(asin((BarLayerProps(f,3) - barCentersY(i) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2)/...
(rebarDias(i)/2)));%Top Left X
BarLayerProps(f,9) = BarLayerProps(f,3);%Bottom Left Y
BarLayerProps(f,10) = BarLayerProps(f,8);%Bottom Left X
BarLayerProps(f,11) = BarLayerProps(f,3);%Bottom Right Y
BarLayerProps(f,12) = BarLayerProps(f,4);%Bottom Right X
BarLayerProps(f,13) = BarLayerProps(f,3) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2;%Rebar Layer...
Vertical Centerline
BarLayerProps(f,14) = (BarLayerProps(f,5) -...
BarLayerProps(f,3))*...
((BarLayerProps(f,4) - BarLayerProps(f,...
10)) + (BarLayerProps(f,6) -...
BarLayerProps(f,8)))/2;%Rebar Layer Area
BarLayerProps(f,15) = RebarLayerThickness;
%
TotalRebarArea = TotalRebarArea +...
BarLayerProps(f,14);%Used only to test the areas
end
end
else
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Rectangular Cross Section
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Concrete
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

LayerThickness = dimension.height/NumberOfLayers;
y = 0;
GrossConcreteArea = 0;%used only to test the areas
for i = 1:NumberOfLayers
LayerProps(i,1) = i;%Layer Number
LayerProps(i,2) = -dimension.height/2 +...
LayerThickness*(i - 1);%Bottom Right Y
if LayerProps(i,2) < -dimension.height/2 +...
dimension.CornerRadius + LayerThickness/2
LayerProps(i,3) = dimension.width/2 -...
dimension.CornerRadius +...
dimension.CornerRadius*...
cos(asin((-dimension.CornerRadius +...
LayerThickness*(i - 1) + LayerThickness/2)/...
dimension.CornerRadius));%Bottom Right X
elseif LayerProps(i,2) < dimension.height/2 -...
dimension.CornerRadius - LayerThickness/2
LayerProps(i,3) = dimension.width/2;%Bottom Right X
else
LayerProps(i,3) = dimension.width/2 -...
dimension.CornerRadius +...
dimension.CornerRadius*...
cos(asin(((LayerThickness*(y) +...
LayerThickness/2)/...
dimension.CornerRadius)));%Bottom Right X
y = y +1;
end
LayerProps(i,4) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness;%Top Right Y
LayerProps(i,5) = LayerProps(i,3);%Top Right X
LayerProps(i,6) = LayerProps(i,4);%Top Left Y
LayerProps(i,7) = -LayerProps(i,3);%Top Left X
LayerProps(i,8) = LayerProps(i,2);%Bottom Left Y
LayerProps(i,9) = -LayerProps(i,3);%Bottom Left X
LayerProps(i,10) = LayerProps(i,2);%Bottom Right Y
LayerProps(i,11) = LayerProps(i,3);%Bottom Right X
LayerProps(i,12) = LayerProps(i,2) +...
LayerThickness/2;%Layer Vertical Centerline
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LayerProps(i,13) = (LayerProps(i,4) -...
LayerProps(i,2))*...
(LayerProps(i,3) - LayerProps(i,7));%Layer Area
LayerProps(i,14) = LayerThickness;%Layer Thickness
%
GrossConcreteArea = GrossConcreteArea +...
LayerProps(i,13);%Used to test area calculation;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Rebar
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

[a,b] = size(rebarDetail);
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(1,1), count);
cornerBars(1,1) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(1,b), count);
cornerBars(1,2) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(a,1), count);
cornerBars(2,1) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(a,b), count);
cornerBars(2,2) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
HorizontalSpacing = (dimension.width -...
2*steel.cover - cornerBars(1,1)/2 -...
cornerBars(1,2)/2)/(b-1);
VerticalSpacing = (dimension.height -...
2*steel.cover - cornerBars(1,1)/2 -...
cornerBars(2,1)/2)/(a-1);
z = 1;
TotalRebarArea = 0;%used only to test areas
for i = 1:a
for j = 1:b
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(rebarDetail(i,j), count);
rebarDias(i,j) = rebarProps.rebarDia;
m = round(NumberOfLayers/3);
RebarLayerThickness = rebarDias(i,j)/m;
barCentersX(z) = HorizontalSpacing*(-(b+1)/2 + j);
barCentersY(z) = VerticalSpacing*(-(a+1)/2 + i);
for k = 1:m
f = k + m*(z - 1);
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BarLayerProps(f,1) = z;%bar number
BarLayerProps(f,2) = f;%layer number
BarLayerProps(f,3) = barCentersY(z)...
- rebarDias(i,j)/2 +...
RebarLayerThickness*(k - 1);%Bottom Right Y
warning off MATLAB:divideByZero
BarLayerProps(f,4) = barCentersX(z) +...
(rebarDias(i,j)/2)*...
cos(asin((BarLayerProps(f,3) -...
barCentersY(z) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2)/(rebarDias(i,j)/...
2)));%Bottom Right X
BarLayerProps(f,5) = BarLayerProps(f,3) +...
RebarLayerThickness;%Top Right Y
BarLayerProps(f,6) = BarLayerProps(f,...
4);%Top Right X
BarLayerProps(f,7) = BarLayerProps(f,...
5);%Top Left Y
BarLayerProps(f,8) = barCentersX(z) -...
rebarDias(i,j)/2*...
cos(asin((BarLayerProps(f,3) -...
barCentersY(z) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2)/(rebarDias(i,j)/...
2)));%Top Left X
BarLayerProps(f,9) = BarLayerProps(f,...
3);%Bottom Left Y
BarLayerProps(f,10) = BarLayerProps(f,...
8);%Bottom Left X
BarLayerProps(f,11) = BarLayerProps(f,...
3);%Bottom Right Y
BarLayerProps(f,12) = BarLayerProps(f,...
4);%Bottom Right X
BarLayerProps(f,13) = BarLayerProps(f,3) +...
RebarLayerThickness/2;%Rebar Layer Vertical...
Centerline
if rebarDetail(i,j) == 0
BarLayerProps(f,14) = 0;%Rebar Layer Area
else
BarLayerProps(f,14) = (BarLayerProps(f,5) -...
BarLayerProps(f,3))*...
(BarLayerProps(f,4) -...
BarLayerProps(f,8));%Rebar Layer Area
end
BarLayerProps(f,15) = RebarLayerThickness;
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%

TotalRebarArea = TotalRebarArea +...
BarLayerProps(f,14);%used only to test the areas
end
z = z + 1;
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Subtract steel from concrete area
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[a,b] = size(LayerProps);
[c,d] = size(BarLayerProps);
%
NetConcreteArea = 0;%used only to test the areas
for i = 1:a
for j = 1:c
if BarLayerProps(j,13) >= LayerProps(i,12) -...
LayerThickness/2
if BarLayerProps(j,13) < LayerProps(i,12) +...
LayerThickness/2
LayerProps(i,13) = LayerProps(i,13) -...
BarLayerProps(j,14);
end
end
end
%
NetConcreteArea = NetConcreteArea +...
LayerProps(i,13);%used only to test areas
end
%
TotalRebarArea%used only to test areas
%
GrossConcreteArea%used only to test areas
%
NetConcreteArea%used only to test areas
%
AreaError = (GrossConcreteArea - NetConcreteArea) -...
TotalRebarArea%used only to test areas

B.24

Longitudinal Reinforcement Stress
This function calculates the stress in longitudinal reinforcement for a given stain.

%Get Stress in longitudinal steel
function [stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
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[model, count] = enterModel(count);
%Steel Material Models
if model.steel == 3.1
% Priestley Model is symetric for both pos and neg strains
% Only send model positive strains
% Keep track of sign here
if strain < 0
sign = -1;
else
sign = 1;
end
strain = abs(strain);
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = PriestleyModel(strain, count);
stress = sign*stress;
stressFailure = strainFailure;
end

B.25

Ultimate Curvature
This function calculates the ultimate curvature of the cross section at the balanced

condition.
%Calculate Ultimate Curvature at balanced condition
function [UltimateCurvature,...
count] = getUltimateCurvature(count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[limitStrains, count] = getLimitStrains(count);
%Find location of extreme compression fiber
C = size(LayerProps);
for i = 1:C(1)
concCenterLines(i,1) = LayerProps(i,12);
end
maxCompFiberLoc = max(concCenterLines) +...
LayerProps(1,14)/2;
%Find Location of extreme tension fiber
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R = size(BarLayerProps);
for i = 1:R(1)
rebarCenterLines(i,1) = BarLayerProps(i,13);
end
[a,b] = min(rebarCenterLines);
maxTenFiberLoc = a - BarLayerProps(b,15)/2;
UltimateCurvature = (limitStrains.ecc -...
limitStrains.esu)/...
(maxCompFiberLoc - maxTenFiberLoc);

B.26

PM Interaction Diagram
This function calculates and plots points on PM Interaction diagrams.

function InteractionDiagrams(count, MaxLoad);
NumberOfPoints = 9;
load = 0;
stepSize = MaxLoad/NumberOfPoints;
% stepSize = 400;
for j = 1:NumberOfPoints
[momentCurvature,...
count] = getMomentCurvature2(count, load);
%Get Max Moment for load
[maxMoment] = getMaxMoment(momentCurvature);
%Complie Max Moments and corresponding Loads
Moments(j) = maxMoment;
Loads(j) = load;
load = load + stepSize;
%pause
end
%Plot maxMoments vs. Loads
figure(7);
hold on
% plot(Moments, Loads, ’rO-’)
% grid on
if count == 1
plot(Moments, Loads, ’rO-’)
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elseif count == 2
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 3
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 4
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 5
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 6
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 7
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 8
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 9
plot(Moments, Loads,
elseif count == 10
plot(Moments, Loads,
end

B.27

’rX-’)
’r+-’)
’rS-’)
’rd-’)
’b^--’)
’bp--’)
’b*--’)
’bv--’)
’bh--’)

Load Check
This function ensures the applied axial load does not exceed the cross section’s

allowable load.
function loadCheck(load, ReactionForce, count);
%Check if the applied axial load is greater
%than the section will allow
if ReactionForce < load.P
Applied_Load = load.P
Max_Load = -ReactionForce
error(’The applied Load is too great for
%the cross section. Reduce Load’)
end
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B.28

Mander Confined Concrete Material Model
This function calculates stress at a specified strain per the Mander Confined Con-

crete Material Model.
%This is the Mander Confined Concrete Model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
This model is only set up
%
%
to work with round columns
%
%
with hoops not spirals
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderConfined(strain, count)
strainFailure = 0;
%Get Model Parameters
[transverseRebarDetail,...
count] = enterTransverseRebarDetail(count);
[rebarProps,...
count] = RebarProperties(transverseRebarDetail(1), count);
Asp = rebarProps.rebarArea; %(in^2)
TransBarDia = rebarProps.rebarDia; %(in)
s = transverseRebarDetail(2); %(in)
sPrime = s - TransBarDia; %(in)
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
SectionDia = 2*dimension.radius; %(in)
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
fyh = steel.fy; %(ksi)
ecu = 0.015; %Per Chapter 21 of ACI code
ds = SectionDia - 2*steel.cover + TransBarDia; %(in)
[rebarDetail, count] = enterRebarDetail(count);
[longRebarArea, count] = getLongRebarArea(count); %(in^2)
CoreArea = pi*(ds/2)^2; %(in^2)
rhocc = longRebarArea/CoreArea;
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
Ec = concrete.Ec; %(ksi)
ft = -concrete.ft;
et = concrete.et;
%Calculate Model Variables
rhos = (4*Asp)/(ds*s);
ke = ((1 - (sPrime/(2*ds)))^2)/(1 - rhocc);
fl = (ke*rhos*fyh)/2;
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fcc = concrete.fc*(-1.254 + 2.254*sqrt(1 +...
(7.94*fl/concrete.fc)) - 2*(fl/concrete.fc));
ecc = 0.002*(1 + 5*((fcc/concrete.fc) -...
1)); %eco is taken to equal 0.002
Esec = fcc/ecc;
r = Ec/(Ec - Esec);
x = strain/ecc;
%Get Stress
if strain == 1
stress = ecu;
elseif strain < 2*et
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
elseif strain < et
if ft < 0;
stress = ft + Ec*(et - strain);
else
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end
elseif strain < 0
if ft < 0
stress = Ec*strain;
else
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end
elseif strain <= ecu
stress = (fcc*x*r)/(r - 1 + x^r);
else
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end

B.29

Mander Unconfined Concrete Material Model
This function calculates stress at a specified strain per the Mander Unconfined

Concrete Material Model.
%This is the Mander unconfined concrete model
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function [stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderUnconfined(strain, count)
strainFailure = 0;
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
fc = concrete.fc; %28-day concretecompression strength
Ec = concrete.Ec; %Normal Weight Concrete Elastic Modulus
ecu = concrete.ecu; %Unconfined concrete crushing strain
ft = -concrete.ft; %Tension Strength of concrete...
(value is positive)
et = concrete.et; %Strain at concrete tensile stregth
esp = concrete.esp; %Concrete Spalling Strain
fcp = concrete.fcp; %Concrete post crushing strength
ecc = 0.002; %Typical strain at peak stress for...
unconfined concrete
Esec = fc/ecc;
r = Ec/(Ec - Esec);
fc_ecu = (fc*ecu/ecc*r)/(r - 1 +...
(ecu/ecc)^r); %Stress at unconfined concrete...
crushing strain
%Get Stress
if strain < 2*et
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
elseif strain < et
if ft < 0
stress = ft + Ec*(et - strain);
else
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end
elseif strain < 0
if ft < 0
stress = Ec*strain;
else
stress = 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end
elseif strain < ecu
stress = (fc*strain/ecc*r)/(r - 1 +...
(strain/ecc)^r);
elseif strain < esp
stress = fc_ecu + (strain - ecu)*((fcp -...
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fc_ecu)/(esp - ecu));
else
stress = fcp;
if fcp == 0;
strainFailure = 1;
end
end

B.30

Moment-Curvature Plot
This function plots the Moment-Curvature diagrams.

%this function plots the cross section
function MCPlot(momentCurvature, UltimateCurvature, count);
figure(4);
MC = size(momentCurvature);
for i = 1:MC(1)-1
x(i) = momentCurvature(i,1);
y(i) = momentCurvature(i,2);
end
%a = max(y)*1.1;
%b = UltimateCurvature*1.1;
hold on
% plot(x,y,’r’,x,y,’b.’)
% %axis([0 b 0 a]);
% grid on
if count == 1
plot(x,y,’rO-’)
elseif count == 2
plot(x,y,’rX-’)
elseif count == 3
plot(x,y,’r+-’)
elseif count == 4
plot(x,y,’rs-’)
elseif count == 5
plot(x,y,’rd-’)
elseif count == 6
plot(x,y,’b^--’)
elseif count == 7
plot(x,y,’bp--’)
elseif count == 8
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plot(x,y,’b*--’)
elseif count == 9
plot(x,y,’bv--’)
elseif count == 10
plot(x,y,’bh--’)
end

B.31

Material Model Stress-Strain Plots
This function plots the stress-strain curves for various material models.

%This function plots the Stress Strain curves for...
various material models
function modelPlots(count)
figure(2);
numberOfPoints = 25;
%Unconfined Concrete Stress Strain pairs
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
coStepSize = (concrete.esp - concrete.et)/numberOfPoints;
for i = 1:numberOfPoints + 1
coStrain(i) = 2*concrete.et + coStepSize*(i - 1);
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderUnconfined(coStrain(i), count);
coStress(i) = stress;
end
%FRP Confined Concrete Stress Strain pairs
[ecu, strainFailure, count] = SamaanModel(1, count);
frpStepSize = ecu/numberOfPoints;
for i = 1:numberOfPoints + 1
frpStrain(i) = frpStepSize*(i - 1);
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = SamaanModel(frpStrain(i), count);
frpStress(i) = stress;
end
%Steel Confined Concrete (Mander) Stress Strain pairs
[ecu, strainFailure, count] = ManderConfined(1, count);
cStepSize = (ecu - concrete.et)/numberOfPoints;
for i = 1:numberOfPoints + 1
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cStrain(i) = 2*concrete.et + cStepSize*(i - 1);
[stress, strainFailure,...
count] = ManderConfined(cStrain(i), count);
cStress(i) = stress;
end
%Plot Curves
plot(coStrain,coStress,’b’)
%grid on
hold on
plot(frpStrain,frpStress,’g’)
plot(cStrain,cStress,’r’)
xlabel(’Longitudinal Compressive Strain (in./in.)’)
ylabel(’Longitudinal Compressive Stress (ksi)’)

B.32

Priestley Bi-Axial Steel Model
This function calculates stress in at a specified stain per the Priestley Bi-Axial

Steel Model.
%This is the Priestley Bi-axial Steel Model
%Always enter a positive strain (model is symetric)
function [stress, strainFailure,...
count] = PriestleyModel(strain, count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
es = strain;
fy = steel.fy;
E = steel.E;
eu = steel.eu;
fu = steel.fu;
esh = steel.esh;
Ey = fy/E;
strainFailure = 0;
if es == 1
%Note: for this case the function is not...
returning a stress.
%In this case "stress" is really the steel’s...
ult ten strain.
stress = eu;
else
if es <= Ey
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stress = E*es;
elseif es <= esh
stress = fy;
elseif es < eu
stress = fu - (fu - fy)*((eu - es)/(eu - esh))^2;
else
stress = fu;
strainFailure = 1;
%
pause
%
disp(’Section strain is greater then...
Ultimate strain. Stress = 0’)
%
pause
end
end

B.33

Rebar Properties
This function provides dimensional properties of rebar for a specified bar size.

%This function provides data about all the different...
size rebar
function [rebarProps, count] = RebarProperties(rSize, count)
% Size(no.), Diameter(in.), Area(insq)
rebar = [3 0.375 0.11
4 0.500 0.20
5 0.625 0.31
6 0.750 0.44
7 0.875 0.60
8 1.000 0.79
9 1.128 1.00
10 1.270 1.27
11 1.410 1.56
14 1.693 2.25
18 2.257 4.00];
j = rSize - 2;
if rSize < 3
if rSize == 0
rebarProps.rebarDia = 0.0;
rebarProps.rebarArea = 0.0;
else
error(’The rebar size cannot be less than...
a number 3. RebarProperties’)
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end
elseif rSize <12
rebarProps.rebarDia = rebar(j,2);
rebarProps.rebarArea = rebar(j,3);
elseif rSize == 12
error(’The rebar cannot be size 12. RebarProperties’)
elseif rSize == 13
error(’The rebar cannot be size 13. RebarProperties’)
elseif rSize == 14
rebarProps.rebarDia = rebar(10,2);
rebarProps.rebarArea = rebar(10,3);
elseif rSize == 15
error(’The rebar cannot be size 15. RebarProperties’)
elseif rSize == 16
error(’The rebar cannot be size 16. RebarProperties’)
elseif rSize == 17
error(’The rebar cannot be size 17. RebarProperties’)
elseif rSize == 18
rebarProps.rebarDia = rebar(11,2);
rebarProps.rebarArea = rebar(11,3);
elseif rSize > 18
error(’The rebar size cannot be greater than a...
number 18. RebarProperties’)
end

B.34

Samaan Confined Concrete Material Model
This function calculates stress in at a specified stain per the Samaan Confined

Concrete Material Model.
%This is the Samaan FRP confinement concrete model
function [stress, strainFailure,...
count] = SamaanModel(strain, count)
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
if dimension.type == 2
disp(’Samaan confinement model only used for...
circular section’)
error(’Go to "dimension" and change section...
type or go to "model" and change confinement...
model’)
end
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[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
fc = concrete.fc;
r = dimension.radius;
[frp, count] = enterFRP(count);
n = frp.layers;
tf = frp.thickness; %(in)
Ef = frp.Ef; %(ksi)
ff = frp.ff; %(ksi)
ef = frp.ef; %(in/in)
ec = strain;
D = 2*r;
rhof = 4*n*tf/D;
f1 = rhof*ff/2;
fcc = fc + 3.38*(f1^(0.7)); %(ksi)
%E1 = 57*sqrt(fc*1000); %(ksi) ACI concrete stiffness
E1 = 47.586*sqrt(1000*fc); %(ksi) Samaan...
concrete stiffness
E2 = 52.411*fc^(0.2) + 1.3456*(Ef*tf*n/D); %(ksi)
fo = 0.872*fc + 0.371*f1 + 0.908; %(ksi)
ecc = (fcc-fo)/E2;
strainFailure = 0;
if ec == 1
%Note: for this case the function is not...
returning a stress.
%In this case "stress" is really the concretes...
ult comp strain.
stress = ecc;
else
if ec > ecc
%
disp(’Section strain is greater then Ultimate...
strain. Stress = 0’)
%
pause
strainFailure = 1;
ec = ecc;
Ediff = (E1 - E2)*ec;
ncurve = 1.5;
stress = (Ediff/((1 + (Ediff/fo)^...
1.5)^(1/1.5))) + E2*ec;%ksi
else
Ediff = (E1 - E2)*ec;
ncurve = 1.5;
stress = (Ediff/((1 + (Ediff/fo)^...
1.5)^(1/1.5))) + E2*ec;%ksi
end
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end

B.35

Section Plot
This function plots the discretized cross section.

%this function plots the cross section
function sectionPlot(momentCurvature, count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
CL = size(LayerProps);
RL = size(BarLayerProps);
MC = size(momentCurvature);
ec = momentCurvature(MC(1),3);
Curvature = momentCurvature(MC(1),1);

%

figure(3);
if dimension.type == 1 % Round Sections
%Core Concrete Plot
sectionFailure = 0;
for i = 1:CL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
LayerProps(i,17) = strain;
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
LayerProps(i,15) = stress;
LayerProps(i,16) = stressFailure;
elemX(1) = LayerProps(i,3);
elemX(2) = LayerProps(i,5);
elemX(3) = LayerProps(i,7);
elemX(4) = LayerProps(i,9);
elemX(5) = LayerProps(i,11);
elemY(1) = LayerProps(i,2);
elemY(2) = LayerProps(i,4);
elemY(3) = LayerProps(i,6);
elemY(4) = LayerProps(i,8);
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%

elemY(5) = LayerProps(i,10);
%if count == 2
hold on
%end
grid on
axis equal
if LayerProps(i,16) == 0
plot(elemX,elemY,’b’)
if LayerProps(i,15) <= concrete.ft
fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.859 0.843 0.847 ])%Core in tension
%fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.859 0.843 0.847 ])%Core in tension
else
%fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.753 0.753 0.996 ])%Core loaded
fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.859 0.843 0.847 ])%Core loaded
end
else
fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.657 0.141 0.082])%Core Crushed
%fill(elemX,elemY,...
[ 0.859 0.843 0.847 ])%Core Crushed
end
end
%Cover Concrete Plot
if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
CCL = size(CoverLayerProps);
for i = 1:CCL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*CoverLayerProps(i,12);
CoverLayerProps(i,17) = strain;
[stress, coverFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain,...
count);
CoverLayerProps(i,15) = stress;
CoverLayerProps(i,16) = coverFailure;
CoverElemX(1) = CoverLayerProps(i,3);
CoverElemX(2) = CoverLayerProps(i,5);
CoverElemX(3) = CoverLayerProps(i,7);
CoverElemX(4) = CoverLayerProps(i,9);
CoverElemX(5) = CoverLayerProps(i,11);
CoverElemY(1) = CoverLayerProps(i,2);
CoverElemY(2) = CoverLayerProps(i,4);
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CoverElemY(3) = CoverLayerProps(i,6);
CoverElemY(4) = CoverLayerProps(i,8);
CoverElemY(5) = CoverLayerProps(i,10);
%grid on
%axis equal
%plot(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,’r’)
%

plot(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,’r’)
if CoverLayerProps(i,17) <= 0
fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.890 0.749 0.890 ])% cover in tension
%fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.890 0.749 0.890 ])% cover in tension
elseif CoverLayerProps(i,17) <= concrete.ecu
fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.753 0.753 0.996 ])% cover loaded
%fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.890 0.749 0.890 ])% cover loaded
elseif CoverLayerProps(i,17) <= concrete.esp
%fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.675 0.141 0.082 ])% cover crushing
fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.890 0.749 0.890 ])% cover crushing
elseif CoverLayerProps(i,17) > concrete.esp
fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,’w’)% cover spalling
%fill(CoverElemX,CoverElemY,...
[ 0.890 0.749 0.890 ])% cover spalling
end
end
end
%Rebar Plot
for i = 1:RL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*BarLayerProps(i,13);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
BarLayerProps(i,16) = stress;
BarLayerProps(i,17) = stressFailure;
RebarElemX(1) = BarLayerProps(i,4);
RebarElemX(2) = BarLayerProps(i,6);
RebarElemX(3) = BarLayerProps(i,8);
RebarElemX(4) = BarLayerProps(i,10);
RebarElemX(5) = BarLayerProps(i,12);
RebarElemY(1) = BarLayerProps(i,3);
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RebarElemY(2) = BarLayerProps(i,5);
RebarElemY(3) = BarLayerProps(i,7);
RebarElemY(4) = BarLayerProps(i,9);
RebarElemY(5) = BarLayerProps(i,11);
if BarLayerProps(i,17) == 0
plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,’k’)
if BarLayerProps(i,16) < steel.fy
plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,...
’g’)% rebar loading
else
plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,...
’y’)% rebar yielding
%plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,...
’g’)% rebar yielding
end
else
plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,...
[ 0.675 0.141 0.082 ])% rebar rupture
%plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,...
’g’)% rebar rupture
end

%

end
else %Rectangular Cross Sections
%Concrete Plot
sectionFailure = 0;
for i = 1:CL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
if stressFailure == 1
sectionFailure = stressFailure;
end
LayerProps(i,15) = stress;
LayerProps(i,16) = sectionFailure;
elemX(1) = LayerProps(i,3);
elemX(2) = LayerProps(i,5);
elemX(3) = LayerProps(i,7);
elemX(4) = LayerProps(i,9);
elemX(5) = LayerProps(i,11);
elemY(1) = LayerProps(i,2);
elemY(2) = LayerProps(i,4);
elemY(3) = LayerProps(i,6);
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elemY(4) = LayerProps(i,8);
elemY(5) = LayerProps(i,10);
grid on
axis equal
if LayerProps(i,16) == 0
plot(elemX,elemY)
else
fill(elemX,elemY,’r’)
end
end
%Rebar Plot
sectionFailure = 0;
for i = 1:RL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*BarLayerProps(i,13);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
BarLayerProps(i,16) = stress;
BarLayerProps(i,17) = stressFailure;
RebarElemX(1) = BarLayerProps(i,4);
RebarElemX(2) = BarLayerProps(i,6);
RebarElemX(3) = BarLayerProps(i,8);
RebarElemX(4) = BarLayerProps(i,10);
RebarElemX(5) = BarLayerProps(i,12);
RebarElemY(1) = BarLayerProps(i,3);
RebarElemY(2) = BarLayerProps(i,5);
RebarElemY(3) = BarLayerProps(i,7);
RebarElemY(4) = BarLayerProps(i,9);
RebarElemY(5) = BarLayerProps(i,11);
if BarLayerProps(i,17) == 0
plot(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,’k’)
else
fill(RebarElemX, RebarElemY,’g’)
end
end
end

B.36

FRP and Steel Material Stress-Strain Plots
This function plots the stress-strain material curves for FRP and Steel.

%This function plots the Stress Strain Curve for...
FRP and Steel
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function ssPlot(count)
figure(1);
%get the FRP material properties
[frp, count] = enterFRP(count);
numberOfPoints = 25;
FRPSetSize = frp.ef/numberOfPoints;
%get set of coordinates for FRP ssCurve
for i = 1:numberOfPoints + 1
FRPstrain(i) = FRPSetSize*(i - 1);
FRPstress(i) = FRPstrain(i)*frp.Ef;
end
%get the steel material prperties
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
SteelStepSize = steel.eu/numberOfPoints;
%get set of coordinates for Steel SSCurve
for i = 1:numberOfPoints + 1
SteelStrain(i) = SteelStepSize*(i - 1);
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(SteelStrain(i), count);
SteelStress(i) = stress;
end
% %Normalize Strees strain pairs
% FRPstrain = FRPstrain/...
SteelStrain(numberOfPoints + 1);
% SteelStrain = SteelStrain/...
SteelStrain(numberOfPoints + 1);
% SteelStress = SteelStress/...
FRPstress(numberOfPoints + 1);
% FRPstress = FRPstress/...
FRPstress(numberOfPoints + 1);

%Plot Stress Strain Curves
plot(FRPstrain,FRPstress,’b’)
hold on
plot(SteelStrain,SteelStress)
xlabel(’Tensile Strain (in./in.)’)
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ylabel(’Tensile Stress (ksi)’)

B.37

Cross Section Failure Strain Plot
This function plots the strains throughout the cross section at failure.

%this function plots the cross section strain at failure
function strainPlot(momentCurvature, count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
CL = size(LayerProps);
RL = size(BarLayerProps);
for i = 1:RL
RB(i) = BarLayerProps(i,1);
end
NB = max(RB);
MC = size(momentCurvature);
ec = momentCurvature(MC(1),3);
Curvature = momentCurvature(MC(1),1);
figure(5);
%Core Concrete Plot
for i = 1:CL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
LayerProps(i,17) = strain;
%[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
%LayerProps(i,15) = stress;
%LayerProps(i,16) = stressFailure;
CX(i,1) = LayerProps(i,3);
CX(i,2) = LayerProps(i,5);
CX(i,3) = LayerProps(i,7);
CX(i,4) = LayerProps(i,9);
CX(i,5) = LayerProps(i,11);
CY(i,1) = LayerProps(i,2);
CY(i,2) = LayerProps(i,4);
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CY(i,3)
CY(i,4)
CY(i,5)
CZ(i,1)
CZ(i,2)
CZ(i,3)
CZ(i,4)
CZ(i,5)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

LayerProps(i,6);
LayerProps(i,8);
LayerProps(i,10);
0;%LayerProps(i,17);
LayerProps(i,17);
LayerProps(i,17);
0;%LayerProps(i,17);
0;%LayerProps(i,17);

end
hold on
surf(CX,CY,CZ)
%Cover Concrete Plot
if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
CCL = size(CoverLayerProps);
for i = 1:CCL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*...
CoverLayerProps(i,12);
CoverLayerProps(i,17) = strain;
%[stress, stressFailure,...
count] =...
getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain, count);
%CoverLayerProps(i,15) = stress;
%CoverLayerProps(i,16) = stressFailure;
CCX(i,1) = CoverLayerProps(i,3);
CCX(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,5);
CCX(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,7);
CCX(i,4) = CoverLayerProps(i,9);
CCX(i,5) = CoverLayerProps(i,11);
CCY(i,1) = CoverLayerProps(i,2);
CCY(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,4);
CCY(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,6);
CCY(i,4) = CoverLayerProps(i,8);
CCY(i,5) = CoverLayerProps(i,10);
CCZ(i,1) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,17);
CCZ(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,17);
CCZ(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,17);
CCZ(i,4) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,17);
CCZ(i,5) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,17);
end
j = CCL(1) + 1;
CCX(j,1) = CCX(2,1);
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CCX(j,2)
CCX(j,3)
CCX(j,4)
CCX(j,5)
CCY(j,1)
CCY(j,2)
CCY(j,3)
CCY(j,4)
CCY(j,5)
CCZ(j,1)
CCZ(j,2)
CCZ(j,3)
CCZ(j,4)
CCZ(j,5)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

CCX(2,2);
CCX(2,3);
CCX(2,4);
CCX(2,5);
CCY(2,1);
CCY(2,2);
CCY(2,3);
CCY(2,4);
CCY(2,5);
CCZ(2,1);
CCZ(2,2);
CCZ(2,3);
CCZ(2,4);
CCZ(2,5);

surf(CCX,CCY,CCZ)
end
%Rebar Plot
for j = 1:NB
for i = 1:RL(1)/NB
k = i + (j-1)*(RL(1)/NB);
strain = ec + Curvature*...
BarLayerProps(k,13);
BarLayerProps(k,18) = strain;
%[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
%BarLayerProps(k,16) = stress;
%BarLayerProps(k,17) = stressFailure;
RX(i,1) = BarLayerProps(k,4);
RX(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,6);
RX(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,8);
RX(i,4) = BarLayerProps(k,10);
RX(i,5) = BarLayerProps(k,12);
RY(i,1) = BarLayerProps(k,3);
RY(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,5);
RY(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,7);
RY(i,4) = BarLayerProps(k,9);
RY(i,5) = BarLayerProps(k,11);
RZ(i,1) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,18);
RZ(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,18);
RZ(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,18);
RZ(i,4) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,18);
RZ(i,5) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,18);
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end
surf(RX,RY,RZ)
end

B.38

Cross Section Failure Stress Plot
This function plots the stress throughout the cross section at failure.

%this function plots the cross section stress at failure
function surfacePlot(momentCurvature, count);
[LayerProps, CoverLayerProps, BarLayerProps,...
count] = getSectionProperties(count);
[dimension, count] = enterDimension(count);
[model, count] = enterModel(count);
[concrete, count] = enterConcrete(count);
[steel, count] = enterSteel(count);
CL = size(LayerProps);
RL = size(BarLayerProps);
for i = 1:RL
RB(i) = BarLayerProps(i,1);
end
NB = max(RB);
MC = size(momentCurvature);
ec = momentCurvature(MC(1),3);
Curvature = momentCurvature(MC(1),1);
figure(6);
%Core Concrete Plot
for i = 1:CL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*LayerProps(i,12);
LayerProps(i,17) = strain;
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStress(strain, count);
LayerProps(i,15) = stress;
%LayerProps(i,16) = stressFailure;
CX(i,1) = LayerProps(i,3);
CX(i,2) = LayerProps(i,5);
CX(i,3) = LayerProps(i,7);
CX(i,4) = LayerProps(i,9);
CX(i,5) = LayerProps(i,11);
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CY(i,1)
CY(i,2)
CY(i,3)
CY(i,4)
CY(i,5)
CZ(i,1)
CZ(i,2)
CZ(i,3)
CZ(i,4)
CZ(i,5)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

LayerProps(i,2);
LayerProps(i,4);
LayerProps(i,6);
LayerProps(i,8);
LayerProps(i,10);
0;%LayerProps(i,15);
LayerProps(i,15);
LayerProps(i,15);
0;%LayerProps(i,15);
0;%LayerProps(i,15);

end
%if count == 2
hold on
%end
surf(CX,CY,CZ)
%Cover Concrete Plot
if model.UnconfinedConcrete ~= 0
CCL = size(CoverLayerProps);
for i = 1:CCL(1)
strain = ec + Curvature*CoverLayerProps(i,12);
CoverLayerProps(i,17) = strain;
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getConcreteStressUnconfined(strain,...
count);
CoverLayerProps(i,15) = stress;
%CoverLayerProps(i,16) = stressFailure;
CCX(i,1) = CoverLayerProps(i,3);
CCX(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,5);
CCX(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,7);
CCX(i,4) = CoverLayerProps(i,9);
CCX(i,5) = CoverLayerProps(i,11);
CCY(i,1) = CoverLayerProps(i,2);
CCY(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,4);
CCY(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,6);
CCY(i,4) = CoverLayerProps(i,8);
CCY(i,5) = CoverLayerProps(i,10);
CCZ(i,1) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,15);
CCZ(i,2) = CoverLayerProps(i,15);
CCZ(i,3) = CoverLayerProps(i,15);
CCZ(i,4) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,15);
CCZ(i,5) = 0;%CoverLayerProps(i,15);
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end
j = CCL(1)
CCX(j,1) =
CCX(j,2) =
CCX(j,3) =
CCX(j,4) =
CCX(j,5) =
CCY(j,1) =
CCY(j,2) =
CCY(j,3) =
CCY(j,4) =
CCY(j,5) =
CCZ(j,1) =
CCZ(j,2) =
CCZ(j,3) =
CCZ(j,4) =
CCZ(j,5) =

+ 1;
CCX(2,1);
CCX(2,2);
CCX(2,3);
CCX(2,4);
CCX(2,5);
CCY(2,1);
CCY(2,2);
CCY(2,3);
CCY(2,4);
CCY(2,5);
CCZ(2,1);
CCZ(2,2);
CCZ(2,3);
CCZ(2,4);
CCZ(2,5);

surf(CCX,CCY,CCZ)
end
%Rebar Plot
for j = 1:NB
for i = 1:RL(1)/NB
k = i + (j-1)*(RL(1)/NB);
strain = ec + Curvature*BarLayerProps(k,13);
BarLayerProps(k,18) = strain;
[stress, stressFailure,...
count] = getSteelStress(strain, count);
BarLayerProps(k,16) = stress;
%BarLayerProps(k,17) = stressFailure;
RX(i,1) = BarLayerProps(k,4);
RX(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,6);
RX(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,8);
RX(i,4) = BarLayerProps(k,10);
RX(i,5) = BarLayerProps(k,12);
RY(i,1) = BarLayerProps(k,3);
RY(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,5);
RY(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,7);
RY(i,4) = BarLayerProps(k,9);
RY(i,5) = BarLayerProps(k,11);
RZ(i,1) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,16);
RZ(i,2) = BarLayerProps(k,16);
RZ(i,3) = BarLayerProps(k,16);
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RZ(i,4) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,16);
RZ(i,5) = 0;%BarLayerProps(k,16);
end
surf(RX,RY,RZ)
end
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